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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION 

“To be ignorant of what occurred before you were born is to remain always a child. For what is the 

worth of human life, unless it is woven into the life of our ancestors by the records of history?” 

(Marcus Tullius Cicero) 

THE HISTORY OF FIFTY  SEASONS OF CCNSW IN THE C&SCA 

The Cricketers’ Club first entered a team in the C&SCA in the 1971-72 season. For the first 30 years of its 

existence 1940-1970, the actual playing of cricket games by CCNSW had been a minor and peripheral 

part of its existence, primarily as a City social club for people with an interest in cricket. Matches were 

generally limited to two or three social games per annum, the most important of which was an annual 

game by the President’s XI at the SCG. In general as much attention was given in the Cricketers’ Club’s 

Annual Reports to playing golf, bowls and snooker as to playing cricket by the Club. 

Indeed for many years the Cricketers’ Club was better known in the C&SCA season’s Annual Report as 

the traditional home of the Association’s annual dinner which over 100 players might attend. 

By 1970 the C&SCA had been going for 67 years and was a larger and more important Association than 

at present with 38 Clubs, some of whom ran more than one side. Overs were still 8-ball overs (not to 

change till 1979). Almost all City and Suburban club cricket was played only on Saturdays and 

commenced at 1.30pm – a start time apparently originally founded on the fact that many players worked 

Saturday mornings. Not all games were on turf wickets and two piece balls were commonly used until the 

practice was changed to 4 piece balls in the 1990s. Sometimes rather than an over restriction, there was 

a time restriction of two hours batting per team 

At that time the Association played representative games on major grounds such as the SCG against 

sides such as  the NSWCA for the C A Fairland Memorial Cup and  the Teachers’ Federation. It was not 

uncommon for Grade players who could not play two successive Saturdays in a Grade game, to use the 

‘spare’ weekends to play C&S. It was also not uncommon for former Grade players approaching the end 

of their Grade career to drop down to play City and Suburban on Saturday afternoons. Indeed one of the 

‘attractions” mentioned by CCNSW  to its members when newly entered in the Association, was the short 

nature of the one day afternoon games which did not oblige a player to play two successive weekends 

and the frequency of after game barbecues - there were no drink driving laws then! 

The lack of a formal competitive league structure combined with the short nature of the games and the 

use of 2 piece balls led some to assume the standard of cricket was low. Nevertheless the playing 

standard of the leading C&S teams was quite high. On their retirement from first class cricket, some 

former State and Test players played in the C&S. The initial entry by CCNSW in 1971 was recorded in the 

C&SCA Annual Report but no details of their performance given. The first mention of any performance by 



the Club in the C&SCA Annual Reports was in 1973-74 when the feats of former Australian opening 

batsman, Bill Watson were noted. The Club was fortunate in its first decade in the Competition to be 

represented by two other former international cricketers, both of whom had migrated to Australia: 

Venkataraman (“Mani”) Subramanya who played 9 Tests for India in the 1960s and was affectionately 

called ‘Kunju (small) Mani' and Keith Elloy who had played international cricket for Singapore from the 

early age of 16. As of last season Keith Elloy was still playing for the Club, giving him an unparalleled 

perspective on the Club’s development in the C&SCA over five decades. 

There has always been a degree of tension in the Association as to whether games should be purely 

social or whether there should be some form of competitive ladder leading to a “league winner” each 

season. At the time of CCNSW entry into the Association, games were strictly social with no points 

awarded. The situation was complicated by the fact that each team arranged (and still do arrange) their 

own fixtures and did not necessarily play every week.  Further given the number of Clubs in the 

Association (38 at the time CCNSW entered a side), it simply was not possible until recently to play every 

other Club in one season. It was not until 2004 that the number of Clubs first reduced to 20 or less. 

 A ‘compromise’ solution was commenced in 1979-80 where the “W. B. Wray Memorial Trophy”, named 

after the death of the former secretary for the previous 24 years, was created and awarded on a quotient 

basis, thus not disadvantaging some teams which played fewer games than others. CCNSW was to win 

the Trophy twice in 1986-87 and 1988-89. This trophy continued to be played for until 1991 when it 

ceased. The C&SCA AGM minutes record it was discontinued because “it was contrary to the traditional 

social spirit in which our cricket was meant to be played”. 

Games continued on a purely social basis until the establishment in 2005 of the “Jack Pace Memorial 
Shield” (named after the former Secretary of the Association who had died in 2003 in his 87

th
 year). 

CCNSW has to date won the Shield four times, in 2009-12 and 2014. This competition plays 5 league 
games on alternate weekends for points prior to Christmas followed by knockout quarter finals, semis and 
final after Christmas. To date this has satisfied clubs which only or primarily want to play competitive 
cricket and clubs which only or primarily want to play social cricket. 

 
Perhaps the greatest change in CCNSW C&S cricket came in 1992 when for the first time a separate 

“Masters’ over 40s competition was established. Until that time older players had nowhere to go and 

either continued playing in the C&S or retired. Since 2004 the Masters over 40s has expanded into a 

“Classics” over 50s and recently a “Vintage” over 60s. This means in terms of the number of players, the 

CCNSW C&S side is less prominent. The C&S team is still the strongest and most important but is now 

only part of a larger cricket club. The hope was that the older C&S players would move up, making room 

for younger players in the C&S. To date this does not appear to be happening and our C&S team is on 

average the oldest it has ever been. 

At the same time the number of C&S clubs has reduced from the thirty nine when CCNSW joined to only 

eighteen playing clubs this 2020-21 season, many of them Sydney school Old Boys sides. 

In terms of results the Club side has yet to go through a season losing more matches than it won. While 

strength has varied, the strongest season was probably 1996-97 when under Stuart Ridge’s captaincy 

and Ron Holmes’ selection policy, the team won all 16 games played with Ron Holmes managing to 

persuade a number of talented cricketers, particularly from the Armed Forces, to turn out regularly for us. 

During his unparalleled 10 years of captaincy in the 2000s, Steve Taylor also captained a strong team, 

going through several seasons only losing 2 games and once only losing one. 

With games limited to only 35 overs p side there is always some tension between the desire to give 

everyone a game balanced against only bowling and batting one’s strongest players to maximise the 



chances of winning. So far the Club has managed this tension well being able to be both competitive and 

sociable with good team spirit and camaraderie. 

CCNSW records prior to 2002 are intermittent. The main sources of information prior to 2002 have been 

the occasional comment in the City and Suburban Association Annual Reports and the brief summary 

normally about one page, contained in the Annual Reports of the old registered Cricketers’ Club prior to 

its dissolution in 2001.  Not all those reports are now available. The former manager of and scorer for the 

CCNSW C&S side, John Russell (now deceased) did maintain weekly faxed Newsletters and season’s 

averages over a period c 1989-2002  but little of this information remains. The Club would be pleased to 

hear from anyone who has kept the old CCNSW Registered Club’s Annual Reports or any of “JR”’s 

Newsletters. Since 2002 the ‘new’ Club has kept full records which can be found in the Annual Reports, 

match reports and season averages which are all kept on its web site. 

There follows – in so far as records allow - brief summaries of our C&S team over each of the 50 seasons 

followed by a summary of the results and where records exist, the captain for each season and the player 

with the most runs and wickets each season.  

Results are not the only criterion of success. People play for the pleasure and the camaraderie so finally I 

have tried to obtain some brief reminiscences from some of the more memorable incidents remembered 

by some of the players who played in each decade. In the final resort the memory of a team and a Club 

lies not so much in its statistics as in the camaraderie and fun and humour lodged in the memories of its 

players. 

Adrian Hawkes Secretary 

Notes on Sources 

I have researched the City and Suburban Association Annual Reports over the 50 seasons 1971-2021. 

Until 1999 the C&SCA annual report did not include individual reports from all the Clubs nor list their 

results and leading players. Under the secretaryship of Bill Wray (1955-1979) and Jack Pace (1979-

1999), the Annual Reports only listed the leading batsmen and bowlers in the competition and also 

centuries  and hauls of 7 or more wickets but otherwise only recorded the odd noteworthy performance  

with no methodical summary of each club’s performance. This changed with individual club reports under 

John Russell’s secretaryship (1999-2006) and his successor Brian Breakspear (2007 to date).  

The  former Cricketers’ Club as a registered club produced annual reports and accounts for its members 

up to its liquidation in 2001 but the playing of cricket was a relatively small part of its activities and the 

cricket reports in these annual reports are brief. I have been unable to trace these annual reports for the 

seasons 1971-2; 1973-75, 1977-78, 1981-82, 1986-92 and 1994-2001. 

John Russell as manager of and scorer for the C&S team from approximately 1990 to the first decade of 

this century used to produce and distribute to the players match reports, seasons’ statistics and summary 

of results. Most of these in the 1990s have vanished without trace and John Russell has now been dead 

some years. What became of his papers is not known. 

A few players did keep some records. I am grateful to Keith Elloy for some of the seasons’ averages and 

results from the 1980s and to Greg Brooks and Scott McCallum for some of the records of the 1990s 

though there are still large gaps in the first three decades 1971-2000. 

The new Incorporated association has kept detailed records which can be found on its web site at 

www.ccnsw.com  

http://www.ccnsw.com/


PART TWO: 50 YEARS OF THE CCNSW C&S TEAM 

1970 -1971:  the 31st Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of CCNSW recorded:- 

“At a meeting in May last, attended by 20 or so members, a Cricket [Playing] Club was formed. The 

following were appointed: Patron Mr I B Robertson; Hon Secretary Mr K N Stubbs and Hon Treasurer Mr 

L B Wilson. Affiliation with the City and Suburban Cricket Association has been granted and a programme 

of matches has been arranged. The use of the oval at Raleigh Park (W D and H O Wills Australia Pty Ltd) 

has been negotiated.” 

1971-1972: Captain  Keith Stubbs: the 32nd  Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW : 

No CCNSW records yet found but the C&SCA Annual Report records:”Two new teams, the Cricketers 

Club of NSW and A.N.Z. Bank were admitted in conformity with the usual conditions.” Quite what those 

“usual conditions” were is not specified. 

Lance Wilson appears at ninth in the Association  batting averages with 362 @ 36.20 and Jack Chegwyn 

at fortieth with 254 @ 25.40 .Col McQueen appears at fifth in the bowling averages with 30 @ 8.97 and 

Ian Mann at eighteenth with 30 @ 12.00  

1972-1973: Captain  Keith Stubbs: the 33rd Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW recorded:- 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

23 11 6 1 5 - 
 

This team, capably led by Keith Stubbs, Captain and Col McQueen, Vice-Captain, had its second year in 

the City and Suburban Association series of matches, and performed most creditably. The season’s 

record being – 

Matches- won 11; lost 6; tied 1; abandoned 5 

To wind up the season, a match was played at Raleigh Park against the visiting Melbourne team XXIX 

Club. After the game, players and their friends enjoyed a barbecue. 

Prospects for the coming season are bright, although a programme restricted to avoid Public Holidays 

and the days of late March, will probably be undertaken. 

More players, regular and occasional, however, are urgently needed – if you are available, advise the 

Secretary or contact Keith Stubbs, telephone  632 5122. 

 

1973-1974: Captain Bill Watson: the 34th Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW:- 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found but the 1973-74 Annual Report of the C&SCA 

comments: “The Cricketers’ Club of N.S.W. was well served by W. Watson, former Australian, N.S.W. and 

St George opening batsman who commenced with five half centuries out of his first seven sorties” 



1974-1975: Captain Bill Watson: the 35th Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW:- 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found. The C&SCA Annual Report mentions that M 

Subramanyan (sic) compiled a ”cavalier“ hundred (103*) and records in its statistics of all Clubs: 

 Batting: W, Watson 322 @ 40.25; M. Subramanyan 297@ 37.12 and Keith Elloy 239 @ 26.56 

 Bowling:  David Andrews 34 @ 9.18 

1975-1976: Captain Ian Mann: the 36th Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW :- 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

14   8 6 0 0 12 

 

The team, capably led by Ian Mann with David Andrews Vice-Captain, had a disappointing season due 

mainly to the adverse weather. Out of a total of 26 fixtures organised in the City and Suburban 

Association no less than 12 games were either cancelled or abandoned. Of the remainder 8 were won 

and 6 lost with the highlight being an eight wicket win over I Zingari. 

Mannie Subramanya and Keith Elloy are to be congratulated on finishing fourth and twelfth respectively I 

the overall City and Suburban batting averages 

For the 1976-77 season Mannie Subramanya will captain the side and in addition to City and Suburban 

fixtures and annual games against the Army and the R.A.A.F., a further game has been arranged against 

the visiting Cricketers Club of India on Thursday January 13, 1977, at Raleigh Park, Kensington. 

The Club would like to take this opportunity of thanking W.D. and H.O. Wills for again making the facilities 

at Raleigh Park available for the Club’s home fixtures. 

1976-1977: Captain ‘Mani’ Subramanya: the 37th Annual Report and Statement of 

Accounts of CCNSW:- 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

14 12 2 0 0   9 

 

The team ably led by Mannie Subramanya and assisted by Gordon Salier, enjoyed a successful season 

despite some bad weather. The team played 14 matches, winning 12 and losing two with nine matches 

abandoned or washed out. 

On the statistical side, Ken Jackson (383 runs), Dennis Hill (269 runs) and Mannie Subramanya (370 

runs) finished 21st, 23rd and 25th in the City and Suburban batting averages while Ian Mann ( 52 wickets) 

and Keith Musgrave (32 wickets) finished 15th and 30th respectively in the bowling averages. Dennis Hill 

performed a fine double against the Old Sydneians taking 9 wickets and being 50* when rain stopped 

play. 

The team will be captained by Gordon Salier this season with Keith Musgrave vice captain, and an 

attractive programme of 23 matches has been arranged 



A match between the visiting Indian Cricket Club team and our Club team was played on January 13, 

1997 resulting in a win by the Indian Cricket Club team. 

After the game, a bar-b-que was held attended by both teams, supporters and Officials from the Old 

Collegians. 

Once again the Club would like to take the opportunity of thanking W.D. and H.O. Wills for making the 

facilities at Raleigh Park available for the Club’s home fixtures. 

Any member wanting to play on either a regular or occasional basis will be welcome and should contact 

David Andrews, Telephone 290 1555 

1977-1978: Captain Gordon Salier: the 38th Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

The CCNSW Annual Report includes no details of results or of runs scored or wickets taken by any 

player..The Report states: “The Club again entered a team in the City and Suburban Competition and a 

very enjoyable season  was experienced by the players. 

Once again the Club would like to take the opportunity of thanking W.D. and H.O. Wills for making the 

facilities at Raleigh Park available for the Club’s home fixtures. 

Any member wanting to play on either a regular or occasional basis will be welcome and should contact 

David Andrews, Telephone 290 1555” 

1978-1979: Captain Keith Musgrave: the 39th Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

The Club continued last season to provide a team in the City and Suburban Cricket Association 

Competition. The members of the team wish to thank the Club for its support throughout the past season. 

Keith Musgrave captained the side during the season. This was in accordance with the accepted principle 

of rotating the captaincy each year. Keith Elloy was vice-captain, and as such, is captain elect for the 

coming season. 

The team had mixed success. As usual it was initially hard to get players organised and early wet 

weather played its part. This resulted in early losses but as the season progressed and the better players 

became available, a higher percentage of wins were recorded. One of the more pleasing features was the 

first defeat by the Club of the Old Cranbrookians “A” side achieved mainly by outstanding batting efforts 

by Peter Blackman and David Constable. 

Individual performances suffered by comparison with previous years but perhaps some satisfaction could 

be felt because of team effort. Unfortunately Mani Subramanya and Ian Mann missed a lot of games, and 

Peter Tyson, Bill Cripps and Keith Musgrave did not repeat performances of the previous season. This 

was to a large extent compensated by the batting success of Keith Elloy, Peter Blackman and David 

Constable and the excellent spin-bowling (in spite of limited opportunities – due to the basis on which the 

competition is conducted) of Sandrasegera and Arthur Taylor. 

The Club has the advantage of the use of the W.D. and H.O. Wills ground at Raleigh Park Kensington on 

eight Saturdays. The members cannot be too appreciative of the generosity of the Company because the 

ground, wicket and facilities are first class and the  after-match barbecues are fast becoming part and 



parcel of those Saturdays on which [we] are privileged to have the ground. Thank you, W.D. and H.O. 

Wills. 

Congratulations to Mr Davidson on his election as a trustee of the Sydney Cricket Ground. His obvious 

high standing in the community and the deserved recognition are reflected in his success. 

Finally if any members of the Club itself would like to participate in the games could they please ring Keith 

Elloy (229451) Gordon Salier (2327877) or Ian Mann (2326222) and leave their names, telephone 

numbers and  (if necessary)  some short details on their cricket experience. The games are played on a 

Saturday, commencing on the Saturday after the Rugby League Grand Final and ending on the Saturday 

before Easter with the exception of the Saturday between Christmas and New Year. Each game is of 

limited overs (probably 35 per side under the new 6-ball over rule) so a result is achieved every Saturday. 

Players are therefore not necessarily committed every Saturday of the cricket season. 

1979-1980: Captain Keith Elloy: the 40thth Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

As in previous seasons the Club continued to field a team in the City and Suburban Cricket Association 

Competition. 

The team is also most fortunate to have as its home ground the use of the wicket and the facilities at the 

ground of W.D. & H.O. Wills at Raleigh Park, Kensington. A close liaison has developed with Mr. Bruce 

Edgar, the branch Services supervisor at W.D. & H.O. Wills, and the result is that the team now has the 

use of that Company’s grounds on some nine occasions throughout the season.  The Club is thus most 

grateful to W.D. & H.O. Wills. 

The team had mixed results this past season. Whilst there is no specific competition as such, the various 

teams’ secretaries organise fixtures with a view to providing games that will be both interesting and 

keenly contested as well as allowing appropriate social opportunities thereafter. Notwithstanding the best 

of intentions, it seems most difficult to organise players prior to the Christmas-New Year period although 

there is no apparent problem thereafter, hope however, springs eternal. 

Whilst certain of the regular Sunday games against teams like the Army and the R.A.A.F. seem to have 

disappeared from the calendar, a new fixture against the Primary Club has emerged. This game is played 

at the most picturesque ground of the Primary Club at Dooralong and as two or three of the members of 

both clubs turn out for the Primary Club, the opportunity exists to introduce a little more “rivalry” into the 

game as well as provide more members than usual with a game. It is an excellent day for a family outing 

and will hopefully remain a permanent fixture.. 

As to individual performances last season, Peter Tyson was clearly ”cricketer of the year” with 31 wickets 

at 12.87 and 402 runs at 28.20. Chandra and Subramanya lent support in the bowling with 27 and 22 

wickets respectively at 12.87 and 17.73. In the batting it was unfortunate that Stuart Smith did not play 

every game. He only batted on five occasions and scored 199 runs at 49.75. Keith Elloy scored 411 at 

27.40 and Peter Blackman, before departing for Griffith, scored 405 runs at 25.31. We may find it difficult 

to replace Peter. 

There was plenty of opportunity for social activity with regular bar-be-cues at the home games and an end 

of season lunch at the “Fork in View” in Leura. Our home games are happily developing into “family days” 

which probably makes it easier for husbands and fathers to play. 



The team also entered in the snooker competition conducted at the Club between the grade teams, the 

umpires team and our own. , but were well and truly thrashed In the first round. Undoubtedly one lives by 

looking forward. 

Peter Tyson is captain of the team this year and high hopes are held for new players Clive Smoker and 

Langdon Gould. Ian Mann has returned after an absence of just on two seasons and as ‘Mani’ 

Subramanya seems a little more enthusiastic, a good season appears likely. Congratulations are 

extended to Dennis Hill who played with us three years or so ago and who, after a couple of seasons in 

Third Grade, has won First Grade selection for Randwick and who, incidentally, was “Cricketer of the 

Year” for Randwick last year. If Dennis maintains his form, he might gain selection in our team when his 

grade days are over. 

New members are always welcome and anyone who feels he would still like to play but has no yearning 

for the rigours of Grade Cricket should ring Peter Tyson [211 2011], Keith Elloy [29 4451] or Gordon 

Salier [232 7877]. Each game is concluded on the Saturday that it is played with each team batting for 

approximately thirty-six 6 ball overs and the team scoring most runs winning. One is therefore not 

committed for each and every Saturday and, subject to available members, a game is usually assured.. 

The Club is proud that it is represented on the cricket field and that it can provide the facilities for 

Members to enjoy the game. 

Our thanks are extended to Gordon Salier, Keith Elloy and Peter Tyson for their continued interest and 

efforts on behalf of the team. 

1980-1981: Captain Peter Tyson: the 41st Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

20 14 5 0 1 - 

 

The Club participated in the City and Suburban Association’s Saturday fixtures, with a total of twenty 

games played. Led by Peter Tyson, we lost 5 matches, drew one due to rain and won 14 games. 

Three Sunday games were organised this season against the Qantas Flight Stewards, army, and the 

Primary Club at Dooralong. We are glad to have the Army putting a side up after an absence of 3 years 

as this is always an enjoyable outing for all. 

Notable performances in batting this season were M. Subramanya with  411 runs, average 29.35, and K. 

Elloy 410 runs at 27.33.In bowling M. Subramanya was highest wicket taker with 24 wickets and K. 

Musgrave a close second with 22 wickets.. P. Atkins achieved the best bowling performance with 5 

wickets for 15 runs. It is pleasing to see a few new members playing on a regular basis and contributing 

to the team enjoyment. We must once again extend our sincere thanks W.D. & H.O. Wills for the use of 

Raleigh Park at which this year we had the pleasure of playing 8 games. 

Any members who are interested in playing any games, Saturdays or Sundays if available, please contact 

Keith Elloy at 29 4451 [office] or 84 1283 [home]. 

 



1981-1982: Captain Chandra Sandrasegera: the 42nd   Annual Report and Statement of 

Accounts of CCNSW 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

21 14 6 0 1 - 
 

The Club Team was captained by C. Sandrasegera who led us for a total of 21 games in the City and 

Suburban Association Competition. With 7-8 regular members, the team experienced quite a few close 

finishes which is what makes limited over cricket so exciting. The Club had a fairly good season, losing 6 

matches with one drawn result. 

In our tenth season in the C&S competition, M. Subramanya topped the batting figures with 391 runs at 

27.93 average. Clive Smoker followed with 314 runs average 24.15. Clive cracked an innings of 104 

which provided the Club a century maker in the C&S cricket after an absence of six seasons, the last 

being M. Subramanya. Skipper Chandra brought his best out against Old Cranbrookians to return the 

season’s best bowling effort with 6 wickets for 27 runs. 

The team does regret having lost the assistance of W.D. & H.O. Wills in providing the use of Raleigh Park 

for its “home” ground, as the complex was sold for urban development. We do however wish to thank 

W.D. & H.O. Wills for providing us the opportunity to use its excellent facilities over the past few years. 

Any members [old and new] with interest to play in our Cricket Team, please contact Keith Elloy [22 4451, 

Office or 84 1263, Home]. Besides Saturdays, we also play Sundays against the Army, Primary Club of 

Australia and Qantas” 

The C&SCA Annual Report records that Clive Smoker’s 103 (Opposition not named) put the Cricketers’ 

Club in a commanding position 

1982-1983: Captain Mani Subramanya: the 43rd Annual Report and Statement of Accounts 

of CCNSW: 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

23 16 6 0 1 - 

 

The Cricketers’ Club Cricket Team, led for the second time by V. Subramanya, once again exercised their 

dominating influence in their 1982-83 City and Suburban competition. We had a few members 

participating for the first time, with creditable performances from both Wes Preston who hit 388 runs 

averaging 27.7 including two fifties and Roger Williams who took 26 wickets, averaging 12.1 runs per 

wicket., his best performance being 7-12 against last year’s leading side, Caringbah Sports Club. 

A most enjoyable season throughout was aided by the use of the Sydney Cricket Ground No 2 as our 

home ground. The good wicket and fast outfield saw several high scoring games with notable scores 

being V. Subramanya’s 103 not out against Wyvern and Keith Elloy’s 100 not out v Lindfield. Clive 

Smoker had the honour of scoring his second century in successive seasons, belting 102 against 

University Vets at St Pauls, besides 3 other scores over fifty. 

Club President Ron Holmes “retired” from the Manly Grade Club to play regularly with the team and his 

enthusiasm and safe hands behind the stumps was inspiring. Stalwart Keith Musgrave took the most 



wickets [33] averaging 12.4 with 6 wickets for 10 runs against Northern Districts his best. Other notable 

contributions to the team’s efforts were Mark Watson, Chris Moser, Dennis Crawford, Ian Mann, 

Sandrasegera, Peter Tyson, L. Gould, Andrew MacDonald, S. Cook and Gordon Salier. Special thanks to 

David Constable for his donation of a kit bag. 

Club members who wish to play with “The Cricketers” in the coming season are cordially invited to contact 

Keith Elloy [work, 29 4451; home, 84 1263]. Matches are played in a limited over basis [35-40 overs] 

mainly on Saturdays – with the occasional Sunday game – all commencing at 1pm. Any support from 

members to act as umpires or scorers would also be appreciated. 

The C&SCA Annual Report records three CCNSW Batsmen in the top 20 of the competition: Clive 

Smoker (9
th
), Manu Subramanya (15

th
) and Keith Elloy (18

th
) 

1983-1984: Captain Denis Crawford: the 44th Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

14 10 3 1 0 10 
 

The season just concluded was a frustrating one because of the number of rain affected weekends 

resulting in the cancellation of ten matches. However our cricketers, managed by Keith Elloy and 

skippered by Denis Crawford, won the majority of their matches in the City and Suburban Competition, 

once again proving to be the team to beat. 

The strength of the team lay in its attack with former Waverley fast bowlers, Phil Scarlett and Peter 

Mackenzie providing the pace and former Cumberland “Laker and Lock” duo Robert Cadden and Geoff 

Williams providing the spin and the experienced Peter Tyson and Roger Williams consistently capturing 

wickets with their guile and swing. The bowlers received splendid support from Ron Holmes and Mark 

Watson who shared the wicket keeping duties behind the stumps. 

The batting was held together by former Indian Test Cricketer Manny Subramanya, former Randwick all- 

rounder Denis Hill and left hander Wes Preston. 

Other notable contributions to the team efforts came from Langdon Gould, Ian Mann, Andrew McDonald, 

Chandrasegera, Gordon Salier and Chris Moser. 

Club members who wish to play with “The Cricketers” in the next season, in which 25 matches have been 

arranged should contact Keith Elloy [Work 29 4451; home 84 1263] Matches are played on a limited over 

basis [35-40 overs] mainly on Saturdays – with the occasional Sunday game against teams like the Army, 

the Primary Club and Qantas. Any support from members to act as Umpires or Scores would be 

appreciated. 

Unfortunately, the Club is without a home ground. If you know of any available turf wicket in the 

Metropolitan Area, or have the right contacts in the local Councils, then Keith [29 4451] or Denis [236 

3636] would be pleased to hear from you. Any assistance in this respect would be much appreciated. 

The C&SCA Annual Report records: “The scores in the Cricketers’ Club of New South Wales and 

Westpac encounter finished level when the former’s No 11 Batsman was run out on the last ball of the 

day 



1984-1985: Captain Mark Watson: the 45th Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

21 15 6 0 0   6 

 

The Cricketers’ Club Cricket Team, sporting brand new caps, once again completed a successful season 

in the City and Suburban Competition. 

Ably led by Mark Watson- and in his absence by vice-captain Chris Moser – the team won 15 of the 21 

matches played plus having 6 matches cancelled due to inclement weather. 

The fixtures against the leading sides in the competition resulted in exciting finishes: losses to Westpac 

and Lindfield and wins over Caringbah Sport and Cintra all in the last over. 

The most outstanding individual performance was Nick Falloon’s century against Lindfield. Other notable 

batting displays came from Keith Elloy (85 and 73) both versus Lindfield, Frank Crow (63 against 

Wyvern), Joff Johnson (56 and 56 versus Old Sydneyians and Cintra respectively), and Langdon Gould 

(69). 

Nick Falloon, Peter McKenzie and Peter Tyson were most impressive of the bowlers. On the rare 

occasions that he found his line and length, Phil Scarlett worried the opposition with his pace (7-36 versus 

Radio Physics) . all rounders Wes Preston and Denis Hill  always chimed in with runs and wickets. 

Despite Keith Musgrave’s fiery hat trick and the efforts of umpire Debbie Spillane (Club member and ABC 

Sports compère) the Cricketers once again failed to get the better of a strong Qantas side in the third 

annual fixture at Manly Oval. Several wagers are already being placed for next year’s encounter. 

The Club’s fielding was always of a high standard with the wicket keeping duties being shared by Ron 

Holmes and the two Craig Williams and mainly because of the splendid work in the covers by Frank 

Crowe, Clive Smoker and Nick Falloon. 

With the expected influx of several new players and the acquisition of Erskineville Oval as a home ground 

(to be shared with Westpac and for which we thank them), The Cricketers’ are going to be hard to beat in 

the 1985-86 season. 

Any assistance on or off the field (umpiring, scoring, preparing tea) would be warmly welcomed.  The 

fixture list will be displayed on the Club’s notice board. For further detail, contact the team Convener Keith 

Elloy (251 2355) or the Club President Ron Holmes 

 

 

 

 

 



1985-1986: Captain Chris Moser: the 46th Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

18 15 3 0 0   0 

 

The club team had a very satisfying season winning 15 out of the 18 games played, proving to be in the 

top couple of teams in the City and Suburban competition. The advent of some ‘younger’ players certainly 

brought the spirit and competitiveness of the team to a razor edge. This can be borne out by the fact that 

for nearly the last four months of the season the team was unbeaten including two convincing victories 

over arch-rival Westpac. 

Chris Moser led the team admirably, and saved his best form for a vital captain’s knock against I. Zingari. 

The ‘star’ was undoubtedly Joff Johnson whose 422 runs at 46.9 and 16 wickets at 14.9 paved the way 

for many victories. Wes Preston played some powerful innings, probably his 62 against Old Sydneians 

being the highlight. The ‘evergreen’ Keith Elloy was amongst the runs but unfortunately age crept up on 

him and injuries sidelined him for part of the season. Nick Falloon showed his talent with the bat scoring 

the only century of the season, 102 NOT OUT against Briars. Gary Birchall and John Burrell both played 

some handy knocks and showed potential with the ball. 

Frank Crowe was a pleasure to watch in the field and proved a gritty competitor at the crease. Keith 

Fitzpatrick also fielded brilliantly and proved a valuable member of the side. 

The ever reliable Keith Musgrave topped the bowling averages with 15 wickets at 10.8. Keith’s ‘skidders’ 

proved to be a handful for all opponents including some umpires. 

Opening bowler, Phil Scarlett once again topped the wicket takers with 26 wickets but only showed top 

form at the end of the season when he destroyed Westpac and Wyvern with pace. Hopefully he will be 

fitter earlier next season. 

Roger Williams bowled consistently well and always had the opposition battling to score runs from his 

bowling. 

Spinners Grant Maio and les Adcock both bowled well, when called upon.. mark ella terrified te opposition 

with his pace in the few games he played. 

Club President Ron Holmes had another fine season behind the stumps with 14 catches and 3 

stumpings. Ron certainly is a credit to the team and certainly lifts the fieldsmen. 

Mark Watson filled in creditably for Ron as his 7 catches and 1 stumping will testify. Mark’s 

competitiveness is also a highlight of his cricket. Peter Tyson, Bob Horsell, Craig Williams, Ian Mann and 

Langdon Gould could only play a handful of games due to business commitments. 

THE PRESIDENT’S COMMENT: 

The team owes much of its success to the enthusiasm and energies of both Keith Elloy and Phil Scarlett. 

That they managed to keep 29 players involved during the season bears testimony to their efforts and 

numerous phone calls behind the scenes. 



THE C&SCA Annual Report records: “ a partnership of 152 runs for the second wicket was put on the 

board by N. Falloon and B. Wiggins for the Cricketers’ club. 

1986-1987: Captain Ron Holmes: the 47thAnnual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found but the 1986-87 Annual Report of the C&SCA 

comments  re CCNSW in relation to all the clubs in the whole competition: 

 “The Cricketers’ Club of New South Wales was awarded the W. C. Ray Memorial Trophy last 

season and it is to be congratulated. Their quotient of 1.2689 was the highest and this was 

followed by Yaralla (1.1560) and Westpac (1.1301) - the last named had held the trophy for the 

past four years.” 

 “… a pair from the Cricketers’ Club to reach 3 figures was D. Cameron and P. Mathew (who 

carried his bat for 107 out of 9-150)…” 

 “Century partnerships were credited to … an alliance between N. Fallon and R. Holmes for the 

Cricketers’ Club.” 

1987-1988: Captain unknown: the 48thAnnual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found 

1988-1989: Captain Phil Scarlett: the 49thAnnual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

 

 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found 

The C&SCA Annual Report records: 

 The W.C. Ray Memorial Trophy was awarded to the Cricketers’ Club of NSW for season 1988/9. 

With an entry of 1.3585 its quotient was marginally higher than that of Hunters Hill (1.3423) and 

Scots Old Boys “B” with 1.2152 was third for the second successive year. 

 A close contest for the Bowling Accolade was witnessed but visiting Middlesex left-armer S. 

Humphreys, who played with the Cricketers’ club, emerged triumphant. He accounted for 42 

wickets at the frugal average of 7.02 per wicket. 

 Two hat tricks were reported. P. Johnston for the Cricketers’ Club and…  qualified for a mounted 

ball 

 Ten wickets in an innings 9 bowled and one LBW, fell to S. Humphreys when with 10-28, he 

decimated the Northern Districts side. He was also the chief executioner playing Briars (8- 17) 

and Beavers (6-20).  Cricketers’ Club team mate, P. Johnston had a seven and a six wicket haul 

when facing Northern Districts and Nondescripts. 

 W. Preston/C. Taylor made a stand of 118 for the Cricketers’ Club. 

 The Cricketers’ Club went to the Crompton Cup Cricket Carnival in Fiji at Easter. 



 

1989-1990: Nick Falloon: the 50thAnnual Report and Statement of Accounts of CCNSW 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found 

The C&SCA Annual Report records: “congratulations to the Cricketers’ Club of N.S.W. which is 

celebrating its Golden Jubilee this year. Not the least of its attractions is the Sheffield Shield, which is on 

display in the Club following the State team’s victory over Queensland in the five-day final.” 

1990-1991: Captain Joff Johnson: the 51st Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found.  

The Club is not mentioned in the C&SCA Annual Report and no Club bowler nor batsman is mentioned in 

its top averages. 

1991-1992: Captain Keith Elloy: the 52nd Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found, The Club is not mentioned in the C&SCA 

Annual Report save that it records Scott Perry at No 30 in the batting averages (289 runs @ 28.90) 



1992-1993: Captain Ron Holmes: the 53rd Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

21 17 3 0 1 - 
 

The CCNSW Annual Report contains no report from the C&S team but the President’s Report notes in 

passing while talking about golf, “…the magnificent Club representation by our own Club cricket team. 

The City and Suburban team played 21 games, winning 17, losing three and drawing one. The results are 

a credit to all 38 (or more) players who made up the team compositions for the season.” 

 The C&SCA Annual Report records 

 The highest batting average was that of S. Perry from the Cricketers’ Club, who was aided by a 

formidable number of “Not-outs” to register 75.33 per innings [226 runs]. This was followed by his 

team mate, R. Young, who was less fortunate in the number of dismissals but accrued a lot more 

runs at an average of 73.12 [585 runs] 

 There were 10 centuries listed last summer. The highest of these was the fluent 138* that A. 

Fraser from the Cricketers’ Club made v A.M.P. Society….. R. Young Cricketers’ Club and … 

were others who waved the bat by way of a salute when they attained that pinnacle. 

 Nine century partnerships were notified. … the most prolific went to the Cricketers’ Clubs A. 

Fraser in tandem with L. Latimer who walked off with 156* unfinished for the second wicket …  

 Luke Latimer [251 runs @ 31.37] and Joff Johnson [210 runs @ 30.00] came respectively 16
th
 

and 19
th
  in the competition batting averages while D. Cameron came 8

th
 in the bowling with 25 

wickets @ 15.32 

1993-1994: Captain Garry Winney: the 54thAnnual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

17 11 4 1 1 9 

 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found but John Russell summarised the C&S 

season as follows: 

“Our overall record was played 17; won 11; lost 4; tied 1; drawn 1 with 9 washouts. The standard of 

opposition was strong and increasingly younger, with most games very competitive. Of our 4 losses, three 

were very narrow – by one run, six runs and 8 runs, with one thrashing on the bush fire weekend. 

Highlights included a last ball of the match tie against Cranbrook, and a defiant last ditch stand by Ron 

Holmes and Dennis Cameron to win on the second last ball against Qantas Jets. 

While our batting was strong, no single person dominated. We only scored over 200 twice, and averaged 

about 170. Each batter played a splendid innings during the year. Luke Latimer showed maturity and 

controlled aggression in innings of 92*, 90*, and 80. Rod Young scored the team’s only century – 107. 

Gary Holmes at No 3 was consistent and scored fluently. Rob Lewicki showed in his four innings that he 

was class player (84*, 58, 33*, and 8) and a useful medium pace bowler. Most other batsmen had limited 

opportunity in 35 over games, but all contributed at various times. Garry Winney chose to imitate Greg 



Chappell, not only in captaincy and elegancy, but also by managing to score 5 ducks and two scores of 

one in 12 innings, saving his best innings for the SCG in a social game. 

The bowling was relatively weak with only Greg Brooks and Dennis Cameron  taking over 10 wickets. The 

loss of strike bowler, Stuart Ridge, was a blow. The find of the season was Greg Brooks. Tall, with a high 

arm action, and a short run up, his right arm medium pace swing bowling was ideally suited for C&S 

cricket. His left hand, middle order batting was also consistently useful, Dennis Cameron was the only 

person to bowl more than 100 overs. His spin bowling was not only economic but he consistently took 

wickets (26). Unfortunately, the weight of batting talent meant he was rarely able to do justice to his 

batting ability. 

Peter Nichols was an able replacement behind the stumps when Ron Holmes was absent, but Ron was 

still technically “simply the best” , especially his leg side takings and stumpings, where his timing of old 

returned, and one bail would disappear as if by magic. 

Our fielding was generally good with Garry Winney excelling.. with a tight, if unpenetrative attack, we 

were able to restrict most sides. We had the use of Marrickville Oval as a home ground; the curator, Dale, 

did a first class job, preparing excellent batting wickets which it was a pleasure to play on. Thanks to the 

Tennis Club for supplying drinks and nibbles and to Margaret [Winney] for scoring before she “retired” to 

bring up the next generation of scorers. 

The C&SCA Annual Report reveals that Rod Young [292 @ 48.67] and Luke Latimer [378 @ 47.85] 

finished 7
th
 and 8

th
 in the association batting averages 

1994-1995: Captain Stuart Ridge: the 55thAnnual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

16 16 0 0 - - 

 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found but the 1994-95 Annual Report of the C&SCA 

comments  re CCNSW in relation to all the clubs in the whole competition Cricketers’ Club players were 

first in both the batting and the bowling averages: 

  “The accolade for batting went to J. Brownlie from the Cricketers’ Club of N.S.W. whose 431 runs 

returned him the fine average of 107.75. His 136* was also the highest individual score…” 

 “D. Cameron completed the double for the Cricketers’ Club as he was the most economical 

bowler with 28 wickets at 8.29 per wicket…” 

 The Cricketers’ Club had 4 bowlers who each registered a ”five-for” – D. Cameron, L. Latimer, S. 

Ridge and G. Brooks- the last named was the only bowler to record a “Hat Trick”. 

 “… The Cricketers’ Club recorded three alliances that were also in excess of one hundred- the 

best of which was 135, an unbroken opening stand to win by 10 wickets playing Nondescripts” 

 “The Club won 16 matches and was unbeaten throughout the season.”   

 

 



1995-1996: Captain Gary Holmes: the 56thAnnual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found. The C&SCA Annual Report records: 

 “… nothing up the magic number  [Ie 100+)were two from the Cricketers’ Club of NSW- J. 

Brownlie and C. Kitson 

 The Cricketers’ club top order batsmen, J. Brownlie and J. Johnson, in tandem, totaled 114 

playing Old Cranbrookians 

 There were 4 tied matches. Locked scores resulted in clashes between……Cricketers’ 

Club/Scots Old Boys… 

 Captained by G. Holmes and with several regulars from their C&S side, made a three week tour 

of the West Indies in April. Three illustrious names, Joel Garner, Larry Goes and Alvin Greenidge 

were each encountered in the opposition ranks during the course of their itinerary. 

 Joff Johnson [329 @ 37.33] finished 11
th
 in the Association batting averages; J. Brownlie [327 @ 

27.93] finished 14
th
 ,  Greg Brooks[158 @ 26.33] 23

rd
 and Craig Kitson [251 @ 25.10] 29

th
  

 Dennis Cameron finished 2
nd

 in the bowling averages with 42 @ 8.02 , John Metzl finished 11
th
 

with 27 @13.26 and G Brooks 18
th
 with 26 @ 16.50 

 

1996-1997: Captain Dennis Cameron: the 57thAnnual Report and Statement of Accounts 

of CCNSW 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

17 13 1 0 3   3 

 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found but John Russell as C&S team manager 

reported:  

“Yet another season is over and the team had once again a very successful year. Of the 17 matches 

played, we won 13 and lost only one (to Cranbrook) and there were 3 drawn due to rain interrupting the 

day. Three other rounds were completely washed out without a ball being bowled, so in effect, rain 

affected 6 rounds of the competition. 

In addition to the C&S Competition, we played against QANTAS SYDNEY with Ron Holmes and a few 

others turning out for the opposition. Despite the threats of a whitewash of the team, the result was very 

much in our way. QANTAS only managed 154/7 off their 40 overs and we replied comfortably with 155/3 

of 38.1 over. This match was played at Cahill Park, Tempe. 

We also travelled down to Dapto, on 8 January, to join in on the 140
th
 Celebrations of the Dapto Cricket 

Club, and this was an excellent day, a little on the warm side , as one would expect in January, and the 

result was in doubt right until the last over, with the scores Dapto 207/9 off 40 overs and in reply we 

finished with 210/8 off the same number of overs. Paul Allen who is going to England with the team in 

July/august made 64 not out and he was ably assisted by Dennis Cameron, putting on 104 for the 8th 

wicket, when our score earlier looked very sad. Dennis showed that he can still bat, even though he 

declines to put the pads on each Saturday and he made a handy 32. 



Accompanying this message are the statistics for the season and it is pleasing to see Scott Perry back 

amongst us and topping the aggregate and averages in the batting. He made 469 runs @ 46.90  from 12 

innings with 2 not outs, being our opening bat. Greg Brooks came second with an average of 35.75. Craig 

(‘The Pom’) Kitson also scored in excess of 400 runs, but at the start of the season he said that he was 

looking to score 500 at least. Craig made up, towards the end of the season, ways of getting himself out 

by mental blockouts, but I can assure everyone that craig has become one of the best batsmen in the 

competition, and many more runs will come his way. 

Dennis Cameron, with those tantalising slowies, topped the wicket tally with 26 @ 12.19 and he was 

followed by Greg Brooks (23 @ 15.65) and Stuey Ridge (22 @19.18), those three being our main force 

during the year. We welcomed Ed Smith to the Club following his transfer from Canberra and his efforts 

gave him 8 wickets @ 18.1`25. James Brownlie chimed in with some very accurate bowling when he was 

called upon and picked up 7 wickets @ 14.428. 

Ron Holmes had another great year  behind the stumps, collecting 11 catches and 2 stumpings, and for 

his temperate years, still looks the goods once he gets behind those stumps. A big “thank you” has t be 

extended to ron as it is he, that organises the team each weekend, with many phone and fax calls. 

It has been a pleasure to have been with the team once more, and I look forward to 1997/98. We lost 

John Ewing as our resident “umpie” as he was graded and finished in the lower Grades and Shires 

competition, but still made time to assist us on a couple of occasions when not required at the higher 

level. Thank you JRII and keep on improving, now that you have that seeing-eye dog to assist you!! 

We also extend our appreciation to Jai, our groundsman at Camperdown. He produced excellent wickets 

for us, and on two occasions, got us a match after the heavy downpours earlier in the week, by getting to 

the ground on the Saturday morning at 0600 just to ensure that we had a playable pitch for our match. 

We will be trying off season to get a cover from the SCG and this will give us dry pitch conditions in the 

event of rain prior to and during the game.  

Marrickville Council have been most co-operative to us this season and we look forward to a continuation 

of this harmony for the coming year 1997/98. We regard the ground as one of the best in the competition 

and it is a pleasure to play at Camperdown. I understand that overtures have been made to have the roof 

re-erected on the grandstand, and this will vastly improve player comfort in the event of wet weather. 

1997-1998: Captain Peter Carapiet: the 58thAnnual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found. The C&SCA Annual Report records: 

 Individual hundreds were saluted by … P. Carapiet and N. Gordon (Cricketers’ Club) 

 Cricketers’ Club combinations of A. Baig/ S. Perry, C. Kitson/A. Dixon , S. Perry/ D. Mason and 

the first named in combination with C. Kitson all put on century stands. 

 Wicket keeper R. Holmes with 26 dismissals for the Cricketers’ Club…. gave outstanding displays 

behind the stumps. 

 C. Kitson [525 @43.58] finished 5
th
 in the Association batting averages and P. Carapiet [325 at 

34.20] finished 14
th
  

 G Brooks [30 @ 11.00] finished 7
th
 in the bowling averages 

 



1998-1999: Captain Craig Kitson: the 59thAnnual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found. The C&SCA Annual Report records: 

 Seven victims succumbed to fast man… G. Brooks (Cricketers’ Club) 

 Joff Johnson [342 runs @ 26.31] finished 22
nd

 in the batting averages and D. Cameron [25 @ 

10.40] 5
th
 in the bowling averages and G. Brooks [30 @ 16.53 came] 22

nd
  

1999-2000: Captain unknown: the 60thAnnual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

15   8 8* 0 0 5* 
*   Includes by forfeit 

No copy of the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found but John Russell as C&S team manager 

reported in the C&SCA Annual Report: 

“… The Club had one of their poorer seasons and from the twenty fixtures, won only 8 matches, lost 7 

and had 4 washed out, and for the first time in the Club’s history with the association, were forced to 

forfeit a game on 11 December due to  withdrawal of several players late on Friday afternoon. 

Performances generally were not spectacular apart from “evergreen” Greg Brooks celebrating his 40th 

birthday with 228 runs including that magnificent 78 against Wyvern. He also took 28 wickets to finish 

second in the Association list [of averages]. The Club enjoyed a pre-season trip to South Africa, playing in 

a festival at Port Elizabeth and games also at Cape Town and Johannesburg. They have a pre season 

tour planed to Vanuatu in August.” 

The C&SCA Annual Report records Greg Brooks finishing twelth in the batting averages with 228 runs at 

28.50 and second in the bowling averages with 28 wickets at 10.39 

2000-2001: Captain Stuart Ridge: the 61s Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of 

CCNSW 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

22 13 3 0 0 6 

 

No copy of  the CCNSW Annual Report has yet been found but John Russell commented in his statistical 

review of the C&S season:  “Wet weather resulted in six matches being washed out and we did not lose a 

match after 16 December (Round 11).Three matches were lost in rounds 1 v Old Aloysians, 4 v Scots Old 

Boys and 10 v Old Cranbrookian Vets.  

The feature of the season was the return to the captaincy by Stuart Ridge and he had the distinction of 

not losing one match in which he played. He replaced Gary Holmes who withdrew after Round 1” 

The C&SCA Annual Report contains a more detailed account of the season by John Russell: “ There was 

quite an upheaval back in November when the registered Club in Barrack Street became insolvent and 

closed down. The Cricket Team and the Golf Club decided to continue their activities and the Cricket 

team is now awaiting the final winding up of the Registered Club, so that it can reform into an 



Incorporated Club  to continue its cricket activities. The cricket team is probably one of the strongest in 

the world by way of its participation in both the C&S  and also the Masters Competition and also the 

number of overseas tours that it has conducted over recent years and its forward program for a 

continuation of these tours. A tour to Bali in July is the next project. 

On the City & Suburban scene, we started out rather poorly. Having been “walloped” in round One by 

tony Carmody and the Aloys, and then by Scots and Cranbrook all before Xmas but then Stuey Ridge 

took over and maintained his unbeaten record of some years back, by winning every other game up to 

the end of march.. We then played IZs at Camden South in early May but lost a close game played in a 

social atmosphere. 

Only two players qualified for the Association records this year, they being Joff Johnson who at  52 is still 

a driving force, with 264 runs at 24.00 and Craig Kitson , who scored 216, after missing some seven 

matches, at 30.857 to top our averages. 

We had lost Greg Brooks and Ed Smith our regular opening bowlers to overseas work commitments, but 

in February, “Brooksie”  returned and while he only played in all, five matches, and managed to get 15 

wickets @ 12.00, but still contribute to the “NO ball” brigade with seven. He took 5 wickets in two 

matches, 5/14 v Old Sydneians and 5/50 against Paddington in the final round. 

We had a pretty good quotient at the end of the year at 1.5410, which would be the envy of many Grade 

Clubs and the most consistent player would have to have been Bruce Grigg with 135 runs @ 27.00 and 

22 wickets @13,45. He also took 3 catches to round off a very good season 

We also played a team from Hamilton (NZ) as well as one against a visiting Harrow Wanderers and 

participated in the annual matches against the Queensland Cricketers’ Club at the SCG and the 

Melbourne Cricket Club “Over 29-ers” at the Melbourne Cricket Ground. Next year we go back to the 

“Gabba”  and the MCC come to Sydney. 

We still miss the presence of Ron Holmes, who is stuck in Singapore with QANTAS but hopefully he may 

be able to turn out next season with us. We are looking forward to next year and our clashes at 

Camperdown Park, where we get excellent wickets from a dedicated Groundsman.” 

2001-2002: Captain Stuart Ridge:  

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

17 13 4 0 0 5 
 

 John Russell as C&S team manager reported in the C&SCA  Annual Report: 

“The Cricketers’ Club had another reasonably successful season with 13 wins, 4 losses and 5 days when 

rain had prevented play. 

Our ground at Camperdown provided good pitches, although early in the season, the outfield was spongy 

following the relaying of some 5000 sq. ft. of turf, replacing those sections that had been wrecked by the 

winter sports. The use of the pitch cover assisted us on occasions wherein we were able to play whereas 

other games in the competition were unable to commence. 

The highlight of the season was the “virgin” century by Greg Brooks, more commonly known as the 

opening bowler who gets upset with batsmen. Greg had come into bat against Colleagues when the side 



was 77/6 and he took charge against the bowling, smashing 109 to be last man out (run out), his innings 

lasting just 53 minutes off 49 balls with 13 x 4 and 6 x 6 at Camperdown.  There were 2 partnerships of 

93 for the first wicket (Joff Johnson and Paul Stevens v Old Aloysians) and (Peter Carapiet and Paul 

Brandon vs Sydney University Veterans). There were 3 other partnerships of 80 or more recorded. 

Paul Brandon had a very good year scoring 339 runs @ 42.375 but in his final match at Paddington, he 

received a short pitched “bouncer” and suffered a broken cheek bone requiring surgery. “Brooksie” also 

had a good run with the bat making 288 @ 28.800 whilst he topped the bowling aggregate with 31 

wickets @ 14.613, however contributing his usual “swag” of no-balls to the scores of the opposition 

teams. 

Scott McCallum too had an excellent season with the ball, getting 30 wickets @13.266 and against 

Rangers CC on 16/02/02, he had the remarkable figures of 7-4-6-6. 

It is our recommendation that the Association gives consideration to dropping the first Saturday in 

January from the competition, as quite a number of teams suffer shortages due to the Xmas holidays, and 

this has been supported by several clubs when it has been discussed with them. 

 

2002-2003: Captain Steve Taylor: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

16 12* 4 - 1   1 
 One by forfeit 

Twenty  five people played for the C&S team this season. The start of the season was rendered difficult 
as our home ground of Camperdown needed substantial repairs after the rugby season and as a result, 
was not available till November, with a consequent need to cancel or rearrange fixtures. 
 
Steve Taylor took over the captaincy this season, although selection as before was managed by a 
triumvirate of senior players, Greg Brooks, Scott McCallum and Dennis Cameron, the latter forsaking all 
Sunday cricket to play exclusively for the Saturday side. Steve managed to bring with him from the Castle 
Hill side several very talented players in his brother, Derek, Darren Kay and Ian Allmey. While not 
available every game, their presence reduced the extent to which the side struggled for an eleventh 
player on the Friday night. Wayne Walters and David Pyne from Dapto also played some games but did 
not play regularly. 
 
Of the regular batsmen, both Paul Brandon , fully recovered from his head injury last season, and Scott 
Perry stood out with their consistency and technique to respectively top the averages and score the most 
runs. Derek Taylor and Ian Allmey could dominate an attack and score quickly but were not as consistent, 
nor was Darren Kay. Of the other batsmen, Trent Hill only played four games; Steve Taylor was hindered 
by a chronic shoulder injury which finally required an operation while Joff Johnson played less than usual 
with his troublesome knees. Greg Brooks also suffered from a nagging calf injury and could not recover 
his batting form of last year. Matt Gale kept wicket efficiently but had very little opportunity to show his 
batting skills 
 
Of the bowlers, Dennis Cameron in his fiftieth year, stood out with his control of length and direction, late 
inswing and leg cutters combined with change of pace accounting for many a young batsman. Our 
opening attack of Greg Brooks and Scott McCallum also relied on experience and immaculate control 
rather than pace to reap rewards from a responsive Camperdown pitch. Stuart Ridge bowled with rhythm, 
control and late inswing to subdue most batsmen. The combined age of these three “pace men” 
exceeded 120 years. They were backed up by our “youngster”, Bruce Grigg who occasionally achieved 
remarkable swing, especially against A.M.P., but who also occasionally suffered severe punishment. 



 
 These were our regular quintet of bowlers but the side had many other talents with the medium paced 
leg breaks of Derek Taylor, the slow left arm of Ian Allmey and, when available, the medium pace of 
Wayne Walters, David Pyne and Darren Kay. 
 
With such an experienced and talented side, there were hopes of going through the season undefeated, 
but this did not prove possible. The first loss occurred just before Christmas to Old Aloysians when the 
batting collapsed; the second to I. Zingari Australia in February for a similar reason, and then the season 
petered out in March with only two games played in the last five weeks of the season and both lost. 
Perhaps Steve Taylor’s captaincy was missed. 
 
That is not to say that the season was not both successful and enjoyable as eleven wins on the pitch 
would attest. At its best the side dominated what were mainly younger sides with ease. 
 
Thanks are due to Steve Taylor, not only for his skills on the field but also his captaincy and 
organisational ability off the field and the construction of a trolley for the covers. Everyone hopes for his 
full recovery by next season. 
 
 Above all thanks are due to John Russell whose organisation made Steve Taylor’s task as Captain so 
much easier. John organised the fixtures, the tea, the ground facilities as well, as undertaking the scoring 
and writing regular match reports for Scott Perry to distribute to all the Club. 
 

2003-2004: Captain Steve Taylor: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

16 11 3  - 2    5  

 

Thirty four people played for the C&S team in sixteen games this season compared with 25 people last 
season in the same number of games. Regular availability again proved a problem. 
 
The C&S team overall enjoyed a season of good cricket, played in the right spirit and continued the 
CCNSW winning spirit! Our season culminated with a great BBQ at the Brooks’ place which was funded 
by the players’ fines throughout the season; the stats. on the fines were more important than the cricket 
stats! Thanks also to Ed’s little black book. 
 
The Centenary season of the City and Suburban C. A. was originally scheduled for 23 rounds but the first 
couple of weeks were interrupted by the Rugby World Cup and the competition did not effectively start till 
October 11. We played 16 games, won 11, lost 3 (including twice to Yaralla), drew 2 and cancelled 5 
because of rain. We had a bye in Round 9 on 6 December. The standard of cricket was quite good and 
our quotient at the end of the season resulted in a very accountable 1.6574, which would be the envy of 
some Grade and Shire Clubs. We were “smashed” by Colleagues on 29 November when they 
accumulated 8-238, going down by 192 runs but we had two games when the Club accumulated 220 or 
more. 
 
Our bowling was the strength of the side with an opening attack of Ed Smith and Benny (“oh c’mon”) 
Wood, well supported by Greg  Brooks,  Bruce Grigg and Dennis Cameron. 
 
Greg Brooks had a most encouraging season, scoring 330 runs @ 33 and took 29 wickets @10.45. This 
would probably qualify him for the All Rounders Award if one were given. Henry Vera came into the side 
just before the Christmas recess and in 7 innings made 288 runs @ 41.14, including a wonderful 112 
against I. Zingari (Australia) at Camperdown. He also had two scores of 50 or more in his short season, 
and it is understood that he will be with us full time next year. 
 



Whilst Craig Kitson only played in four games this season, he had a magnificent innings in wet and windy 
conditions down at Dangar Field at Rose Bay on 25 October, when he scored 73* out of a score of 163. It 
was the best seen from Craig for some time and he had no fears of the bowlers or weather that day. 
 
Captain Steve Taylor had a mixed season with the bat, and miscalculated his score against Sydney Uni 
Vets to be 99* after a brilliant partnership with Greg Brooks. Steve also had the duty of keeper on some 
occasions with the absence of a regular keeper. His brother Derek made 206 runs from his 10 
appearances, but suffered a broken thumb which put him out for some weeks. Scott Perry only played 
five games but was still able to score a sound 62 against Beavers, and towards the latter part of the 
season, we saw the re-emergence of Matt Weise who made 132 runs from just three appearances. 
Hopefully we will see him regularly next season. 
 
Three century partnerships were recorded. Matt Weise and Henry Vera had a second wicket partnership 
of 102 v Hunters Hill whom we agreed after some years to play again but at Camperdown; then Paul 
Brandon and David Bolt had a third wicket unbroken partnership of 122 v Scots Old Boys whilst the best 
was last, for the fourth wicket when Steve Taylor and Greg Brooks smashed the Sydney Uni. Veterans’ 
bowling to the tune of 175 in 95 minutes, also at Camperdown on 8 November. 
 
Overall there were ten partnerships of 50 or more runs during the season. The team was blessed with 
some excellent batting and only on one occasion did we fail to pass 100 runs. It was great to see us get 
revenge on the Old Aloysians just before Christmas when we dismissed them for 88 and then Old 
Cranbrookians As at the end of February when we dismissed them for 93. 
 
In the bowling department, Ed Smith and Greg Brooks battled for the top honours, Ed just pipping Greg 
with 30 wickets to Greg’s 29 but Greg had the last laugh with an average of 10.45 to Ed’s 14.70. Ben 
Wood took 16 @18.81 and Bruce Grigg 15 at 15.40. Brooksie sent down his usual spate of no-balls with 
22 this year but was outclassed by Ben Wood with 23 whilst Griggsy “whizzed” down 11 wides, (not 
including those at the SCG v The Army). 
 
Most catches were by Greg Currie (keeper) with eight from just four appearances, Steve Taylor 7 Paul 
Brandon 7 and Henry Vera 6. 
 
We lost Paul Brandon from last December until next Christmas, when he moved to Toowoomba to further 
his studies in surveying and the job of “Aunt Sally” fell on Steve Taylor, Matt Gale and at the end Greg 
Currie. Matt also got a broken thumb, batting v Canberra Grammar Old Boys, so the 86 byes were shared 
around. 
 
Our groundsman Jai Lee Soo retired at the end of January at Camperdown and we had a younger man to 
prepare the wickets. The pitches were well grassed and there were some “whinges” that we were not 
playing on batsmen’s wickets, but it did not prevent good scores being made. Perhaps next season we 
will see the grass mown a little finer and this should satisfy those complainants! (There were some 
suggestions that he used to be a bowler!) 
 
Many thanks again to JR for his continual support to the C&S side which always makes the players’ job 
easy, even as he gets crankier!! (Sorry mate!) 
 
Thanks also to Brooksy for chasing players late in the week and for always being available on a Friday 
night to put the covers down if rain was looming. 
 
With the C&S season completed, John Russell announced his retirement as Scribe of the weekly ‘From 
the Sidelines” which courtesy of Scott Perry has been circulated by E-mail to all Club members on the 
web. It will be up to someone else to take on this part of the Club’s activities next season. [JR/ST] 

      

 



2004-2005: Captain Steve Taylor:From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

14   13*  1   0 1    4    

 

Our C&S side this season enjoyed a very successful season; if a premiership were awarded we would 

certainly have  won it. After a loss in the first game against Yaralla, we recovered to remain undefeated 

for the remainder of the season, including exacting revenge against Yaralla later on in the season! 

We had a total of 26 players turn out for us this season compared to 34 last season. This was made up of 

a good core of 13 players who played 5 or more games. These core players were: 

Steve Taylor, Paul Brandon, Greg Brooks, Dennis Cameron, Greg Currie, Bruce Grigg, Darren Kay, Craig 

Kitson, Ian Neil, Freddie Owen, Ed Smith, Derek Taylor, and Ben Wood. 

This season we performed very well as an all-round team compared to last season where we relied much 

more on our bowling as our batting was not up to par. 

Our batsman dominated most attacks. We had 7 batsmen score over 100 runs in the season:  

Darren Kay  334 @ 37.11 

Derek Taylor  316 @ 28.73 

Fred Owen  298 @ 42.57 

Steve Taylor  258 @ 36.68 

Craig Kitson  168 @ 33.60 

Greg Brooks  143 @ 71.50 

Ian Allmey  100, in one game!!! 

Our bowling was a similar line up to last season, with 4 mediums in  Greg Brooks,  Bruce Griggs, Ed 

Smith and Ben Wood The opening attack was generally from these four depending who was available. 

Towards the end of the season, Ben relocated to Cambodia for work, some say it was for diet reasons….. 

Our quicks were well backed up by Dennis Cameron, Derek Taylor  and Craig Kitson with their various 

spinners. Ed only managed to play 8 games but still managed to take 23 wickets at just 9 runs a piece. 

Derek and Brooksy as all-rounders were always in the game for us. Griggsie bowled the most overs for us 

and took 20 wickets at 22, and probably had 10 catches dropped of him, including 4 in one match!!! 

Greg Currie played 9 games for us this season and kept on most occasions and did a very fine job. Paul 

Brandon on return from Toowoomba also kept and picked up where he left off last season. 

Some of the season’s highlights were centuries by Ian Allmey in the only game he played and a great 

hundred by Darren Kay in our grudge match with Yaralla. 

Derek and Ed (twice) each picked up 5 wickets in an innings  which, given that most of our games were 

only 35 overs p side, is a big achievement. 



Our new groundsman at Camperdown, Robert put in a great effort and we generally played on good 

tracks, certainly the best in my time at CCNSW. This was enhanced by Brooksie’s regular Friday night 

visit to Camperdown to lay the covers, an effort appreciated by all his team mates. 

We had young Freddie Owen play for us this season. He is a 19y/o Pom who was in Australia as part of 
his gap year; he was a pleasure to play with and excelled in opening the batting with Darren Kay, 
generally always getting us off to a great start. 
 
My old mate JR again this year did more than his share on match day. It is only on the rare occasion that 

he is not there, that we realise how much he does. Thanks JR; we all appreciate your efforts. 

Our side enjoyed a tremendous team spirit and always enjoyed a beer together after the games; the way 

we played the game generally, always ensured that the opposition joined us at the Bowling club, which is 

the way cricket should be. 

I have joined the Steering committee of the C&S competition  not only to ensure its survival but to lift its 

standard and overall structure. This will help ensure that we don’t end up in the Bowling Club too soon!!! 

Finally thanks to all my players for a great effort this season, it was a pleasure to again captain 

C.C.N.S.W.  

Steve Taylor.      

2005-2006: Captain Steve Taylor: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

18 14 5 0 0 3 

 

We had a total of 22 players turn out for us this season compared to 26 last season. This was made up of 

a core of 13  players who played 5 or more games. 

Well, that was the season that was! 

We had enjoyed a good run up until our match vs Old Sydneians (which I had expected us to have won 
incidentally, but that was another story) and then we suffered FOUR defeats in a row to see out the “olde 
year”. But then in January we came against a very weak Sydney Uni Vets side to thrash them for 42 runs, 
and our good fortune continued with the events in Canberra over the January weekend. 

But then we saw our old foes I Zingari Australia beat us, (and convincingly too!) probably making up for 
their losses to us last season, and we fell away with a poor display of batting to go down by 44 runs. Our 
luck then changed and we won the last seven matches, and our efforts against Wyvern and Paddington 
are very worth reporting once more. Our final match was against Old Aloysians and here we saw a radical 
departure in  match format. The weather had been miserable and wet and the pitch waterlogged, so our 
groundsman cut a new strip. It was green and soft and both captains waited till 2pm to start. By mutual 
consent, we then decided to play a Twenty20 match with restrictions on the numbers of overs; bowlers 
were not allowed to run up more than 5 metres. It was quite a departure from the norm and a good match 
ensued with us winning comfortably. 

We saw the explosive batting of Ian Allmey, his 114 against Nondescripts was one of the best displays of 
power hitting seen for many a year, getting his runs in just over 1 hour off 53 balls. He also blazed away 
against Knox with 87 off 49 balls, 83 against Wyvern off 43 balls, and 75 against Scots off just 40 balls, 
and he finished with 537 runs before flitting off to England with two rounds to go!! 



Another one to praise was Craig Kitson. Now “Kitso” had only an average season last year, and following 
the demise of his old bat, I gave him one from my treasure chest that had to have been 7 years old, a 
Kookaburra with Dean Jones signature, and this seems to have inspired him to get among the runs for 
the rest of the year. So much so that he scored two centuries (both not out) and amassed 563 runs at an 
average of 56.30. In addition he gave the M.C.C. XXIXers a lesson in scoring 81 at the Village Green in 
our annual match so that meant he had piled up 644 runs @ 58.545 in 2005/6. Steve Taylor gathered 315 
runs @22.5 and a surprise was Corey “Wookie” Haigh who picked up 288 @22.154. His opening bats 
innings of 70 v Paddington was delightful, but he blotted his copybook next match against Old Aloysians 
with a double duck in that 20/20 match.  There were four partnerships of 100 runs or more, 8 innings of 
50 runs or more and 14 partnerships of 50 runs or more. 

In the bowling department, well Ed Smith was superb, taking 38 wickets @9.816. Next to him was Greg 
Brooks with 27 @17.185 and Bruce Grigg 26 @ 19.885 (including his 21 wides). Ben Wood got 18 
wickets @ 23.6 but at the expense of sending down 28 no-balls. 

Paul Brandon had a good season behind the pegs with 14 catches and a couple of stumpings but had 
problems with Dennis Cameron with those leg side balls. 

We were fortunate to get a very experienced groundsman at Camperdown in John Lee, who produced 
some near 1

st
 Grade wickets for us, well grassed and hard, something you don’t see elsewhere. The final 

wicket was the best he had produced and those 248 runs scored by us against  Paddington proved it was 
a batsman’s delight. Our liason with Chris Pont of Marrickville Council was invaluable and we thank him 
for his support. 

John Russell 

2006-2007: Captain Steve Taylor: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

18 10* 6 0 4 2 
 two by forfeit 

 

30 players turned out for the C&S side this season compared to 22 last season. This was made up of a 

core of 13 players who played 5 or more games, the same number as last season. 

The 2006/2007 season saw the Club have a reasonable series although we actually lost 6 matches in all, 

including the semi final of the Jack Pace Shield to Knox Old Boys. We won 11 (N.B technically the game 

v touring UK Foresters team was not a C&S fixture) and had started the season off with a “tied match” 

against our old foes, Yaralla Cricket Club. Now there is some conjecture on the meaning of the result, 

whereas some quote it as having been drawn and others a “tie”. Irrespective of opinions, it was a great 

game to start off the season for both Clubs and it was an exciting match. We had struggled early 

however, Greg Brooks chimed in with 50 runs and that enabled us to arrive at a reasonable score. Yaralla 

started off well and were 128 for 2 until Greg came on to bowl and he collected three deserved wickets. 

The game went to the last ball and Yaralla were only 6 down when they reached our score. 

We then proceed to lose against Nondescripts, beat Old Cranbrookians and Scots Old boys but then 

went down again to Old Sydneians (who can forget that loss at St Ives a few seasons back) and of course 

the boys from Sydney Grammar were highly delighted over this win. We got back into the winning mode 

against Beavers, saw Round 8 (being the 1
st
 round of the Jack Pace Shield) washed out when Scots 

were 6-91 chasing our meager total of 117 and the match was to be replayed at a later date. We got quite 

a scare in the next round against the “new chums” Kings Old Boys when they almost topped us and then 

just before the Xmas break we went down to Rangers, who passed our score with six overs to spare. 

After Xmas we entertained The Free Foresters Club of England to a match at Camperdown on 6 January 

and to our surprise, the match was played under the old English system of “declared innings”. This was a 



first for many of our players and to have to send down 58 overs to the opposition was something new for 

the bowlers. Derek bowled a marathon 15 overs for his 4 wickets and we were left the chase 203 runs. 

They did not count on Ian Allmey at his very best and he smashed them all over the ground, in scoring 

114 runs including 11x4 and 7 mighty sixes. Given 45 overs to get the runs, we did it easily in 34. It was a 

great day culminating with the christening of the new barbeque turning out hot food. Wasn’t it great to see 

“Brando” cutting up the onions, with tears running down his cheeks, “Matty” Gale supervising the cooking 

and Steve Taylor being the perfect mine host, serving the beer and wines. Steve had bought the “snags” 

from Moree Meat at North Strathfield and I have vivid memories of buying our home supplies from them 

whilst working at Homebush. 

We then had a win against Barker, and moved into Round 2 of the Jack Pace Shield when Scots 

forfeited. We then went down to our old enemies, I Zingari (Australia). The next match was Round 2 of 

the Jack Pace and we had the distinction of getting Yaralla away from Goddard Park, the first time in their 

history that they had played a “C&S” match away from Goddard. Brian Breakspear their Secretary 

claimed that it was not a regular C&S round, but irrespective the game was played under the C&S C.A. 

banner and it counts as far as we are concerned. We won and went to the semi-final against Knox Old 

Boys. 

The latter part of the season saw mixed results; we lost the semi at Curagul against Knox, in spite of a 

gallant and meritorious innings from Stephen Taylor after we had at one stage been 4-17. This knocked 

us out of the running. Then came the last three matches for the season: we went down to Hunters Hill, 

and the Paddington and Old Aloysians matches were abandoned due to heavy rainstorms. 

Aside from the C&S matches, we ventured back to Canberra to play Molonglo C.C. and the Canberra 

Grammar Old Boys and came home with our “tails between our legs” having been beaten in both 

matches We saw the re-appearance of Peter Carapiet for our second match and it was great to see his 

smiling face once more. He took the gloves and allowed only four byes which had been a wide delivery 

from Ben de Carvalho. The match against Molongolo the previous day saw us up against Dave 

Marjoribanks who smashed our bowlers “at will” in scoring 114* and they passed our score in 34 overs of 

a 45 over match. 

That basically is a run down on our matches. We won 11 lost 6 and 4 were drawn, finishing with a 

quotient of +1.016. 

On performances, I suppose Ian Allmey was the most entertaining. Including his 114 against The Free 

Foresters, he amassed 493 runs, then came Greg Brooks with 369 and Darren Kay with 332. Stephen 

Taylor had an uncomfortable season with the bat but “came good” at the end with some fine knocks, 

showing that he had not lost his touch. Corey Haigh had some good “digs” but got himself out from rash 

shots, although he did manage to finish up with 255 runs. Paul Brandon was also good with the “willow” 

scoring 231 with four innings of 30 or better. 

In the bowling department, it was Ed Smith who “shined” and he finished with 31 wickets @ 14.84, 

including one 5/18 against Paddington towards the end of the season. 

“Benny” Wood collected 25 wickets @ 23.64, and the ever dependable “Brooksie” finished up with 24 

wickets @ 19.04, which added to his batting and 5 catches, richly deserves him the award of “Best All-

Rounder”. 

We had excellent wickets at Camperdown prepared by John Lee and our grateful thanks are extended to 

him. The ground itself was not at its best, having been cut up considerably during the previous winter 

football season. It was then heavily top dressed in the outfield and at one stage appeared to represent the 



Simpson Desert. The wicket area however was superb from Round One. The outfield picked up after 

Xmas when it started to rain and at the end of the season, it was heavily grassed. 

All in all, it was not a bad season but the losses were somewhat disturbing. From the outset we had lost 

Craig Kitson, who had changed jobs and was working Saturdays out at Coles Myer Warehouse at 

Campbelltown and it was impossible for him to get to the games on time. Dennis Cameron was also 

missing, down with a damaged foot and we had to rely on the newer faces to produce teams each week. 

Our thanks here go to Greg Brooks for his massive efforts in getting teams on the field each week and he 

was assisted by Stephen Taylor and Ed Smith.  Many thanks fellas. 

We welcomed Andrew Cleghorn from Armidale. “Clegs” was attached to HMAS “Ballarat” and missed 

most of the season as the ship was overseas for a long period. He seemed to be a talented batsman but 

was limited in the time available. We hope to see more of him next year. Matt Gale was our best “Aunt 

Sally” behind the stumps and he picked up 17 catches and made 2 stumping, which may give him the 

Association’s top catching award in the C&SCA Annual Report.  

Our side over the last few years has remained very stable with some great friendships formed within our 

side, as well as opposition sides. However we still struggle at times with some players who forget that we 

are here to play for enjoyment and that we are not bigger than the game.  

The season sees the retirement of our ‘Ger’ and capable scorer, JR and it will be interesting to see how 

we venture next year without him being in the background. He has been with the C&S side since the 

1993/94 season and has given dedicated service to the Club in the 13 years. He also intends retiring from 

the City & Suburban Cricket Association’s Secretarial position and this will finish for him 30 years of 

continuous cricket administration, a milestone in anyone’s language.  His friendship, loyalty, passion and 

knowledge of the game are something that I will miss immensely. I can honestly say that, had it not been 

for JR, Broosky and myself would not have been able to continue to play for the club as the extra 

workload would have put to much pressure on our lives. The gift that we have presented to him, a fully 

paid for trip to South Africa with the C.C.N.S.W. reflects how high a regard is held for him by the C&S 

side. 

And many thanks to Brooksy for his continual attendance on Friday nights to put the covers down. 

Stephen Taylor Captain C.C.N.S.W. City and Suburban team 

2007-2008: Captain Steve Taylor: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

14 10* 4 0 4 7 
 One by toss of coin; one by forfeit 

 

23 players turned out for the C&S side this season compared to 30 last season. This was made up of a 

core of 13 players who played 5 or more games, the same number as last season. 

The 2007/2008 City & Suburban team enjoyed another successful season. Under the captaincy of Steve 

Taylor we played 14 games, won 10, lost 4 and had 7 games cancelled due to rain. Even with our access 

to covers for Camperdown Oval we still lost a lot of matches to bad weather which shows just how much 

rain we had in Sydney this summer.  

Our season started with a win against Yaralla and concluded with a win against Old Aloysians under 

difficult circumstances. In between we played a lot of really good cricket, some really bad cricket, enjoyed 



great camaraderie on and off the field and managed to have a lot of fun. We had good wins against 

strong sides including Old Cranbrookians and Yaralla and yet somehow lost to Nondescripts in the 

second round. We avenged that defeat by knocking them out of the Jack Pace Shield when we dismissed 

them for 43. 

Unfortunately the Jack Pace Shield eluded us again this year. While we made the final for the first time 

we were not quite good enough on the day against a young Kings Old Boys and we went down on the 

second last ball of the day. Eight players were available for 9 or more of our 14 matches which show just 

how much we enjoyed playing together. Our core group is getting older but we still manage to be 

competitive in all our games. I regularly had 9 or 10 players ready for the next weekend when asked at 

the end of the Saturday game! Steve Taylor tried to give everyone a fair go in terms of batting and 

bowling. This is not an easy task in 35 over games but a balance was achieved on most occasions. 

Several performances of note occurred throughout the season. The first highlight was the batting of Ian 

Allmey. Ian scored 643 runs at an average of 45.93 in 14 innings with 2 hundreds and three fifties. His 

powerful stroke play was a delight to watch and in partnership with Darren Kay we were fortunate to have 

the best opening partnership in the competition. Indeed the unfortunate Sydney University attack was 

subjected to a club record opening partnership of 289 by this pair. Ian scored 174 and Darren 101 not out 

in an amazing display of power hitting and forceful stroke play. 

Darren Kay scored 334 runs at an average of 37.11 from 11 innings to be the perfect foil to Ian. Both 

were well supported by Derek Taylor with 243 runs and Steve Taylor with 177 runs. The middle order 

struggled this year with Jim Browning, Greg Brooks, Corey Haigh and Craig Kitson failing to find the form 

of previous years. Craig broke his finger in the Croydon game just when he was running in to form so we 

look forward to a better year from him next summer. The addition of Tom Robertson and Dave Byrnes on 

a more regular basis next season will help cover the return to the UK of Jim Browning and the 

inconsistency of the others! 

In the bowling department it was a strange season. Firstly our leading bowler Ed Smith missed several 

games with an unfortunate problem which is best left to him to describe! Suffice to say he bowled well 

“without luck” on many occasions. Without luck refers to the regular dropping of slips catches by those 

unnamed. However we know who they are and they include this writer! 

Ed’s 5-26 against Rangers showed what he is capable of when fit and he deserved his 16 wickets at an 

average of just 16.81. A new addition to the bowling ranks this season was Brad Paterson a tall left armer 

who hits the deck hard and gains late swing. In 7 games he took 18 wickets at just 11.72 and will be a 

major force for the full season next year. Ben Wood also bowled well and toiled away in to the wind on 

most occasions for 18 wickets at 20.72.  

Somehow Greg Brooks was the leading wicket taker with 21 at an average of 14.48. He had to do 

something with the ball as he did nothing with the bat all summer! However the writer is sure that if Brad, 

Dave Byrnes (9 wickets in 3 games including 7/27) or Ed played a little more the results would have been 

far different. 

Matt Gale was our regular wicket keeper and did a fine job. He still thinks all bowlers are overrated but we 

are used to that by now. His constant encouragement was always welcome.  Other contributors during 

the season included Cameron Crosby, Andrew Cleghorn, Craig Somers, Paul Brandon, Greg Currie, 

Bruce Grigg, Craig Johnson, Glenn Rosewall, and Tim Roslin. Many thanks to you all. 

We were also lucky enough to have a wonderful addition to our regular contributors this season. Bronwyn 

Virtue, “Bron” or “Bronnie” to all the players, provided a fantastic array of afternoon teas this past summer. 



While we have always provided our opponents with a cup of tea, cake and biscuits, this year was a new 

level of gourmet offerings. Bron ensured we had a great spread every week and I know every player 

would join with me in thanking her for her efforts.  

We were also lucky that John Russell managed to stay involved with our Saturday side and score for us 

on several occasions. While we had Ed Smith as the main man this year, Matt Gale still enjoyed 

harassing JR whenever he did turn up. Thanks JR once again! 

If I have missed anything of note I apologise in advance. At our regular end of season lunch at the 

Welcome Hotel in Rozelle (thanks Steve) many incidents that occurred during the year were relived and 

great stories recounted. Most of them are not fit for publication here but I can say that they all typified the 

great spirit, mateship and enjoyment we all gained from our summer of cricket at Camperdown playing for 

the CCNSW C& S team.    

Greg Brooks C& S Vice-Captain. 

2008-2009: Captain Steve Taylor: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

19 15 3 0 1 3 
 
17 players turned out for the C&S side this season compared to 23 last season. This was made up of a 

core of 13 players who played 5 or more games, the same number as last season. 

C.C.N.S.W. had another successful and enjoyable season in 2008/2009.With basically the same squad 

as last year we continued to enjoy our cricket and most importantly enjoy the game in the right spirit. Led 

by Steve Taylor we won some close games and lost some games comfortably! The Jack Pace Shield 

continued to elude us as we went down to Nondescripts in a really close semi final by 7 runs. Unbeaten 

up to Christmas we lost regular C&S games to Knox OBs and I Zingari (Australia) after the break but then 

finished the season with some fine wins. Leading the batting was our talented South African Craig 

Johnson (556 runs including a 107 *), Steve Taylor (434), Ian Allmey (379) and Darren Kay (377) .Dave 

Byrnes led the bowlers with 35 wickets closely followed by Ed Smith (29) and Greg Brooks (26).Byrnes 

however failed to take 5 wickets in an innings (4 wickets 7 times) and was fined accordingly! All players 

made worthy contributions at some stage during the season and space does not permit mention of any 

more heroics or indeed fines! 

The team only called upon 17 players during the season which was a great credit to the team spirit we 

have built up over the past few years. The end of season bash at Mooney Mooney on the Hawkesbury 

was a great finale and the stories told will remain just that! 

Once again my thanks to all players for their contribution during the season, to Bronwyn for the amazing 
afternoon teas which are enjoyed by all clubs who travel to Camperdown Oval and to our wives and 
girlfriends who I suspect are glad to get rid of us every Saturday afternoon. 
 
G Brooks C&S Vice Captain 

 

 

 



2009-2010: Captain Steve Taylor: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

17 17* 2 0 1 4 
 2 by forfeit 

 

21 players turned out for the C&S side this season compared to 17 last season. This was made up of a 

core of 14 players who played 5 or more games, compared to 13 last season. 

C.C.N.S.W. had their most successful season in many years during the season. Led by Steve Taylor we 

finally won the Jack Pace Shield in its fifth year after being semi finalists or finalists in the previous four 

seasons. Once again we were unbeaten up to Christmas but lost C&S games to Knox Old Boys and 

Scots Old Boys after the break. I don’t know what it is but something happens to us in the month after 

Christmas. 

We then finished the season with some fine wins including the Jack Pace Shield final against Yaralla in 

March. Leading the batting once again was Craig Johnson (483 runs @ 60.38 including a 99*).Craig is a 

most consistent player and we all wish him a speedy recovery from the shoulder surgery in April. The rest 

of the batting this year was very consistent with no fewer than 6 players scoring 200 runs or more. Scott 

Wells (298), Ian Allmey (286), Steve Taylor (265), Derek Taylor (252) and Dave Byrnes (202) all 

contributed at crucial times. The bowling however was dominated by two vastly different approaches. 

Fast bowler Ed Smith (42 wickets @ 9.9) and slow bowler Dave Byrnes (40 wickets @ 8.17) led the 

attack proving too straight (Ed) and too wily (Dave) for nearly all opponents. Newcomer Dave Stingl (18 

wickets @ 17.39), Greg Brooks (14 wickets @ 9.57) and Scott Wells (10 wickets @ 10.8) provided plenty 

of support to the star duo.  All players made worthy contributions at some stage during the season and 

space does not permit mention of any more heroics or stuff ups. However we have built up a healthy kitty 

for the end of season bash. 

All the above is a statistical summary. What really counts is that once again we have thoroughly enjoyed 

our season. The undoubted team spirit we have built up over the past few years no doubt contributed to 

several close wins and good times both on and off the field. The end of season bash at Mooney Mooney 

on the Hawkesbury was again enjoyed by all and our thanks to Steve Taylor and Veronica for hosting us 

once again. 

My thanks to all players for their contribution during the season, to my wife Bronwyn for the amazing 
afternoon teas which are enjoyed by all clubs who travel to Camperdown Oval and to all, I wish you a 
happy and healthy off season. 
 
G Brooks C&S Vice Captain 

 

2010-2011: Captain Steve Taylor: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

15 15# 2 0 2 5 
# one by toss of coin; one by forfeit 

24 players turned out for the C&S side this season compared to 21 players last season. This was made 

up of a core of 15 players who played 5 or more games, compared to 14 last season. 



In another great season of cricket for us within the C&S association, we were able to retain the Jack 

Pace Trophy. Whilst we had some luck in the early rounds, our semi final and final performance were 

worthy of a back to back champion side! In total we only had 24 players turn out for us this season, 

which really shows the type of camaraderie we have built up within our side as everyone is keen to play 

as much as possible. 

Before going into any of the season’s highlights, I want to personally thank a few people who make my 

job as skipper a lot easier: 

Greg Brooks, without doubt the most passionate club man I have come across in my 35 years of cricket. 

Even though his injuries limited him to two games, he was still there every Friday night putting the covers 

down and also at every match making sure everything went off without a problem. 

Bronnie Brooks, without doubt the best supplier of afternoon teas in NSW Cricket, my hat goes off to her 

for the effort she put in. Hosting teams became a highlight due to her efforts and her sidekick Tania 

Johnson. 

Ed Smith, he was always with Brooksy in putting the covers down. These two combined probably 

ensured that we played 50% more games than most clubs early in the season. Ed’s scoring whilst we are 

batting is a real piece of work and certainly provides many talking points over a beer at the Camperdown 

Bowling Club. 

We had a very strong batting line up this year, so we were able to rotate the top order to give as many 

guys an opportunity as possible. Tommy Robertson stood out with 472 runs at 52. Other highlights were: 

Craig Johnson 283 @ 42; Darren Kay 262 @ 37; Ian Allmey 238 @ 34 and Ruaan Jonker 220 @32 

Two centuries were scored, Darren Kay 106 and Ruann Jonker 103*. 

In the bowling department, we had the addition of Craig Schofield this season, who shared the new ball 

with Ed Smith; they formed a great new ball attack which always managed to get us early wickets. Ed was 

the standout with 26 wickets @15, off 118 overs. Craig had 14 wickets @13 off 65 overs. Our leg 

spinning all-rounder Scott Wells took on more responsibility this year and came up with 16 wickets @17 

off 45 overs. Craig Johnson took 10 wickets at 16, Dave Byrnes 9 wickets and Derek Taylor also 9 

wickets. Craig Johnson took half of his wickets with a 5 for 11 in one game! 

We also picked up Curtis Murray, who brought along some great wicket keeping skills and lowered our 

average age somewhat! 

Whilst winning the Jack Pace trophy was no doubt a season highlight, the fact that we continue to keep a 

core of players together and also bring two or three new players in each year to ensure our continued 

success is a great achievement. We all enjoy our cricket together and we enjoy hosting all opposition 

sides at Camperdown. Our groundsman, John Lee goes the extra yard for us and produces great cricket 

wickets. 

Thanks to all of my team mates for all the support over this my 13
th
 season in C&S; it was very enjoyable, 

even though my personal results weren’t good! It’s a great way to spend a Saturday afternoon after a long 

week at work with a great bunch of blokes. I look forward to seeing you all next season! 

P.S.  Ruaan Jonker also took out the season’s fishing award with a 45cm Dusky Flathead! 

Steve Taylor Captain C&S side 



2011-2012: Captain Steve Taylor: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

15 12* 2 0 2 5 
 One by forfeit 

26 players turned out for the C&S side this season compared to 24 players last season. This was made 

up of a core of 14 players who played 5 or more games, compared to 14 last season. We won 12 games 

and lost 2, compared to last season when we won 14 and lost 7. 

C.C.N.S.W. enjoyed another successful C&S Season culminating in winning the Jack Pace Shield for an 

unprecedented third year in a row. In a season where we lost 7 games to wet weather C.C.N.S.W. still 

managed to play some good cricket and enjoy many moments both on and off the field. Steve Taylor 

captained the side throughout the season and was always pushing the team to deliver their best. Our top 

order batting was consistent all season with Ian Allmey (466), Ruaan Jonker (308), Craig Johnson (302) 

and Dave Stingl (255) all scoring heavily at times. Tom Robertson (185) and Curtis Murray (167) added 

middle order support when required. 

The bowling was led once again by Ed Smith (31 wickets) with his excellent  line and length making all 

opposition batsmen wary .He was ably supported by Scott Wells (21), Dave Byrnes (16) and Matt 

Abeysekera (10). All bowlers chipped in with contributions at some stage during the season. The fielding 

had its chaotic moments but was okay for a bunch of old blokes! 

No report would be complete without mention of the superb afternoon teas provided by Bronwyn (my 

wife) each Saturday. Every club that visits Camperdown really enjoys this tradition and I believe all C&S 

clubs should look to revive this component of our cricket. 

Finally thanks to Brian Breakspear, Ralph Sadler and the C&S Management Committee for another well 

run season. 

 Greg Brooks President  

2012-2013: Captain Ed Smith: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

13 11 2 0 0 7 

 
28 players turned out for the C&S side this season compared to 26 players last season. This was made 

up of a core of 15 players who played 5 or more games, compared to 14 last season. We won 11 games 

and lost 2, compared to last season when we won 12 and lost 2. 

On the face of it, the C.C.N.S.W. C&S team’s season appeared similar to our previous three seasons.  

Once again, we only lost two games and were undefeated in the Jack Pace Shield competition – 

extending our JPS streak to four unbeaten seasons.  In reality, however, 2012-13 will stand out as a 

transitional season in the proud history of the team. 

Statistically, we had 7 matches cancelled due to rain despite buying new covers in November.  Two of 

those rained out matches were JPS round games placing us third going into the finals despite not losing a 

JPS match.  Our JPS quarter final was then rained out and we slid through as the higher placed team, 

only to find the JPS semi-final also rained out which allowed the higher placed opposition (I Zingari 

(Australia)) to sneak into the grand final against Knox Old Boys.  Given that we had played and lost to 



Knox twice during the C&S ‘non-JPS’ rounds, we can’t complain that we were robbed of a fourth 

consecutive JPS win. Congratulations to both Knox Old Boys and I Zingari (Australia) C.C. on sharing the 

shield as rain struck again in the final. 

Since 2003, our C&S team has been blessed with a very strong backbone of six players who would turn 

out every weekend.  Over the past six seasons, seven other players have joined this merry band of 

regulars and the 13 of us have formed a strong bond both on and off the field culminating in a hat trick of 

JPS wins and countless great nights out.  Throughout this period, we were superbly lead by our 

legendary captain, Steve Taylor, whose tough spirit on the field and generosity of spirit off the field set the 

tone for a very successful decade for the club. 

Inevitably, however, the pressures of aging, injury, work and parenthood finally caught up with this 

previously evergreen band of merry cricketers.  Steve stepped down from his on-field duties to play more 

of a pastoral role for the team while, in a series of unfortunate coincidences, the above pressures 

conspired to leave us with an unprecedented list of weekly unavailability from the normally ever-reliable 

13 players.  In the previous season, our JPS winning eleven played 119 games between them, this 

season the same XI only played 65 games.   

In summary, with the unavailability of our perennials combining with the stop/start nature of the rain-

affected season, it was difficult for us to build momentum and form.  Given this, it is a testament to the 

depth in the club and the talent of some very welcome ‘new regulars’ that we were able to complete the 

entire 2012 calendar year undefeated in the C&S and to record 11 wins and only two losses for the entire 

2012/13 season. 

Individually, congratulations must go to Greg Brooks and Ian Allmey who respectively were our highest 

wicket taker (13 wickets at 12.69) and run scorer (505 runs at 42.08).  More importantly, the Club’s 

appreciation must also go to these two men as they were a great help to me in assembling a team every 

week, getting the covers down every Sunday and captaining our new look side while I was out with injury.  

Finally, no C&S season can go without a huge “thank you” to our tea lady and chief strategist, Bronwyn 

Virtue, who would make us afternoon tea every week, even (and strangely, ‘especially’) on the very rare 

occasion that her husband, President Brooks, was not playing that day. 

 Ed Smith  C&S Captain 

 

2013-2014: Captain Ed Smith: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

14 12* 2 0 1 2 
 One by forfeit 

27 players turned out for the C&S side this season compared with 28 last season. This was made up of a core of 14 

players who played 5 or more games, compared with 15 such players last season. We won 12 games (one by forfeit) 

and lost 2, compared to last season when we won 11 and lost 2. We won the Jack Pace Trophy for the fourth time in 

five seasons. Only 2 games were cancelled by rain compared to seven such cancellations last season 

The C.C.N.S.W. City and Suburban team had another successful season.  In all, we played 14 C&S 
matches, winning 11 of them.  Most satisfyingly, we were lucky enough to claim the Jack Pace Shield for 
the fourth time in five years.  
 



For the fourth consecutive year, we only lost 2 games – one of them to the ever strong Knox Old Boys in 
their back yard and the other to our danger team, Sydney University Veterans, at home. 
 
Continuing our transition from our established team of the past ten years, we used 27 different players 
throughout the season with 14 of us playing 5 games or more. Importantly, we were able to introduce a 
little bit of youth (including Connor Benfield, Shane Peterson and Rohan Batra), into the otherwise 
graying side that we hope will become the core of our team for the next ten years to come. 
 
There were many memorable moments during season 2013/14 including Ian Allmey’s 98 off 59 balls 
against St George Veterans, Tom Robertson’s 17 ball fifty against Barker Old Boys, Tom Goh’s 132* 
against us batting for Old Aloysians and Tom Bangs 5 for 23 for Knox Old Boys against us in the JPS 
Grand Final.   
 
The most memorable moment, however, would have to be the undefeated 43 run partnership on a very 
sticky wicket between our club president, Greg Brooks, and our club stalwart, David Byrnes, which saw us 
home from a perilous position of 6 for 31 to win the JPS grand final by 4 wickets against an extremely 
strong and well respected Knox Old Boys team. 
 
In a close second place, we greatly enjoyed the inaugural intra-club match against the Masters which was 
a terrific success and which we hope to play each year.  
 
On an individual note, congratulations must go to Ian Allmey who scored a staggering 549 runs including 
5 scores over 50 at an average of 61 for the season.  Tom Robertson (266 runs at 33.67) and David 
Stingl (251 runs at 35.86) also had good years with the bat and, with Ian, often made sure we got off to a 
flying start in our batting innings.  
 
Shane Peterson (14 wickets @ 15) emerged as our new opening bowler and looks good to (hopefully) 
take over the ‘young nd quick’ opener role that Ed Smith (23 wickets @ 17.83) has been performing for 
the club since 1996.  Peter Buruma (14 wickets @ 16.07) and Peter Crooks (5 wickets at 40) also showed 
good form with the ball while the evergreen club President, Greg Brooks, performed very well with both 
bat and ball averaging 31.67 with the bat and taking 15 wickets at 18.53. 
 
Apart from the more obvious individual performances, a special note of congratulations must go to our 
great wicket keeper of the last 10 years, Matt Gale, who took 11 catches and two stumpings in what was 
his best season with the gloves so far. 
 
From a C&S Association perspective, I am pleased to report that there seems to have been a terrific 
increase in the camaraderie between all the teams over the last few seasons.  Almost every team stays 
behind to share some beers with the opposition and the on-field sportsmanship has improved greatly – 
we even had a moment in which one of our young batsmen (Connor Benfield) walked on a caught behind 
despite there being no appeal! 
 
On behalf of the team, I would like to thank club President Greg Brooks and the club executive (especially 
Adrian Hawkes and Garry Winney) for their continued leadership and administrative assistance. I would 
also like to thank the club’s First Lady, Bronwyn Virtue, for the ‘arvo’ teas and, most importantly, all of our 
wives and girlfriends for their ongoing tolerance, patience and leave passes as we take half the weekend 
off to play the game that we all love.   
 
On a personal note, I will be retiring as captain of the team after the end of season lunch on 25 May 2014 
as I will be unavailable (travelling) for two months of the next season. I would like to thank the team and, 
in particular, Greg Brooks, Ian Allmey, Peter Crooks and the rest of the old guard for their support 
throughout my last two seasons in charge – it has given me great joy.   
 
I look forward to seeing you all on the field in Season 2014-15. 
 
 Ed Smith C&S Captain 



2014-2015: Captain Ian Allmey: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

14 10* 5 0 0 4 
 1 by forfeit 

33  players turned out for the C&S side this season compared with 27 last season but only 19 of these 

were Club members and 14 were guests . This was made up of a core of 13 players who played 5 or 

more games, compared with 4 such players last season. We won 10 games (one by forfeit) and lost 5 

compared to last season when we won 12 and lost 2. We lost in the quarter finals of the Jack Pace 

Trophy   Only 2 games were cancelled by rain the same as last season. 

This year was a transition year for the Club with a number long standing quality senior players 

unavailable, however we also uncovered a number of talented new cricketers that have emerged and will 

hopefully form a big part of the nucleus of a traditionally strong C.C.N.S.W.  team for years to come. One 

player in particular Regan Smith who in his first game for the club against Yaralla showed his qualities 

with a magnificent hundred and went on not only score the most runs for the C.C.N.S.W. side, but also 

the most games for both the C&S team  and in the social matches for the club which is an amazing 

achievement for his first year. 

We look forward to an exciting season ahead and continuing the proud tradition that C.C.N.S.W. has built 

in a competition that continues to grow in its standard of quality cricketers.   

Ian Allmey C&S Captain 

2015-2016: Captain Ian Allmey: From the Annual Report 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

14 12* 3 0 0 3 
*  1 by forfeit 

30 players turned out for the C&S side this season compared with 33 last season. Of these, 23 were Club members 

compared with 19 last season and 7 were guest players compared with 14 last season. This was made up of a core 

of 14 players who played 5 or more games, compared with 13 such players last season. We won 12 games (one by 

forfeit) and lost 3 compared to last season when we won 10 and lost 5. We lost in the final of the Jack Pace Trophy. 

Two games were cancelled by rain the same as last season. 

This season was a continuation of our rebuilding phase with the team only losing three games. A number 
of new players came to the club and provided useful contributions throughout the season. The players 
provided positive input to the team not only as players, but also with their personalities which made them 
a perfect fit for our City and Suburban squad. 
 
We also had stronger commitment from some key personnel such as Nathan Reay and Damien Langley 
who were rewarded for their commitment to both C & S and tour (social) games by putting in strong 
performances at the SCG game v the XXIX Club which they will remember forever. 
 
Regan Smith again performed admirably with the bat scoring 512 runs @ 56.89 in the C & S competition 
including one century. He also amassed a creditable accumulation of runs totalling over 800 runs for the 
Club in all games - a great overall performance. 
 
There were solid contributions from a number of batsmen who all scored over 200 + runs for the season.  

I'm sure they will look at increasing that next season.  



Our bowling was very strong with our ‘usual suspects’, Ed Smith, Greg Brooks and David Byrnes, all 
contributing with a creditable bag of wickets. Damien Langley and Nathan Reay provided genuine speed 
to our attack and were a pleasure to watch. For those who were not lucky enough to see them at the 
SCG, let me tell you they generated serious pace, and left nothing in the tank. 
 
In the Jack Pace competition, the team put together a number of strong performances, We were 
rewarded with yet another Grand Final against Knox Old Boys. We unfortunately did not bat well on the 
day; however there was no denying that Knox put in a clinical performance and deserved the win. A credit 
must be mentioned to our team who never gave up till the winning run was hit. 
 
We look forward to next season. Before I sign-off I cannot go without mentioning the re-development of 
the Camperdown Oval in full swing, and the amazing new facilities that will be made available to us, I 
would expect that not only C.C.N.S.W. teams, but all teams that are lucky enough to play on this 
magnificent venue will appreciate the time and effort put in behind the scenes to make this all happen, 
and allowing us to enjoy such an amazing setting for a game of cricket.  
 
Works are scheduled to be completed later this year before the start of the 2016-2017 season. 
 
Ian Allmey C&S Captain 

THE TEAM FOR THE JACK PACE FINAL 2015-2016 

 

Back row: - Euan Robertson (12
th
 man), Ed Smith, Paul Nash, Ian Allmey (c), Nathan Reay, David 

Byrnes, Damien Langley, Sam Millar  
Front Row: - Regan Smith, Matt Abeysekera, Matt Rennick (w), Tom Robertson 

 



2016-2017: Co- Captains Ian Allmey and Ed Smith: From the Annual Report of the new 

Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

11 12* 2 0 0 4 
     3 by forfeit 

 

Only 11 games were played of the 18 fixtures arranged. 33 players turned out for the C&S side this season 

compared with 30 last season. Of these, 28 were Club members compared with 23 last season and 5 were guest 

players compared with 7 last season. A core of 11 players played 5 or more games, compared with 14 such players 

last season. We won 12 games (three by forfeit) and lost 2 compared to last season when we won 12 (one by forfeit) 

and lost 3. We lost in the quarter-final of the Jack Pace Trophy having reached the Final the previous season. Three 

times teams forfeited v us compared with one forfeit last season. Three games were cancelled by rain compared with 

two last season and one game was cancelled because of excessive heat. 

On the face of it, the 2016-17 season was a successful one for the City and Suburban team as we won 

82% of the games we played (9 out of 11) and we placed equal first on the Jack Pace Ladder heading 

into the finals.  In reality, the season was a frustrating one for the team as we weren’t able to play 7 of our 

scheduled matches due to forfeits (3), rain (3) and, for the first time in my memory, heat (1). This meant 

that it was hard for the team to build momentum through the season and even harder for each player to 

develop and maintain good form.   

Despite this, however, the team greatly enjoyed the games that we did play because they were almost all 

extremely competitive as we saw our traditionally strong but aging C&S team coming up against some 

younger and fitter teams.  Of note, the season featured three gutsy come-from-behind wins against 

Nondescripts, Yaralla and Scots OBs. However we fell just short in another spirited fight back in the Jack 

Pace quarter-final against a resurgent Nondescripts team.  

The Jack Pace rounds of the C&S season started with a great Tommy Robertson century (105*) against 

St George which constituted a large part of his team-best 235 runs for the season across 9 innings in 9 

matches.  While his runs were very helpful throughout the season, Tommy’s most valuable contribution to 

the team was his tireless efforts in compiling 11 players each week for Ian Allmey and me to captain on 

the weekend.  The team thanks Tommy very much for all of his fantastic work throughout the season. 

Co-captain Ian Allmey’s 103* against Beavers was the other century for the team this season which 

helped him to accumulate 226 important runs across 7 innings in 8 matches despite his on-going and 

painful knee ailments. More significantly, Ian’s on-field captaincy and his calm and confident manner lead 

the team through many tight situations during the year and the team thanks this club legend for all of his 

efforts and leadership. 

On the bowling front, Soren Hughes was our leading wicket taker with 13 for the season off 34 overs at 

an average of 13.15 including one 5 wicket hall against the Nondescripts in the Jack Pace Quarter Final.  

Dave Byrnes bowled the most overs for the season (52) tallying up 12 wickets at 15.5 including the team-

best figures of 5 for 10 against the Beavers. It’s fair to say that we missed the 100 overs that our 

perennial opening bowler, Ed Smith, has bowled each season since 1997 due to his ongoing Achilles 

problem.  

Apart from the above individual highlights, the rest of the runs and wickets were well spread across the 33 

players who represented C.C.N.S.W. in the City and Suburban competition this season with a record 22 



of these players awarded votes in the team’s best and fairest count for the cherished JR Medal. The team 

congratulates the players from Knox Old Boys and I Zingari (Australia) on their strong seasons and on 

making the grand final of the Jack Pace Shield and thanks all the teams in the league for their on-going 

tough but good-spirited competition over the years.  Finally, we also thank Brian Breakspear for his 

continued terrific work in running the City and Suburban competition for us. 

Ed Smith  City and Suburban Co-Captain 

2017-2018: Captain Ed Smith: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

16 10* 5 0 3 3 
  2 by forfeit 

16 games were played of the 19 fixtures arranged compared with 11 last season.  36 players turned out for the C&S 

side this season compared with 33 last season. Of these, 26 were Club members compared with 28 last season and 

10 were guest players compared with 4 last season. A core of 13 players played 5 or more games, compared with 11 

such players last season. We won 10 games (2 by forfeit) and lost 5 compared to last season when we won 12 (three 

by forfeit) and lost 2. We again lost in the quarter-final of the Jack Pace Trophy.  Twice teams forfeited v us 

compared with three forfeits last season.  One game was cancelled by rain compared with three last season  but 3 

games were drawn , abandoned because of rain. 

While it was not one of our strongest seasons from a win-loss perspective, 2017-2018 was a good 

season for the C.C.N.S.W. C&S team as we brought in a number of good new players who contributed 

well both on and off the field.  Of the 19 fixtures that we had scheduled for the season, we won 10 (2 by 

forfeit), we lost 5, 1 was cancelled due to rain, and 3 were abandoned mid-game due to rain.  

While placing fourth at the end of the Jack Pace Shield round games, for the second year in a row we 

were beaten by a better team on the day (Old Aloysians C.C.) in the quarter finals of the Jack Pace.  

Congratulations to Old Aloysians on making their first JPS final and to Knox on winning the shield for the 

third season in a row. 

With older players not always available and with the loss of three  good younger players (Damien 

Langley, Nathan Reay and Euan Robertson to the Primary Club, I relied heavily on the tireless efforts of 

Tom Robertson as vice captain to raise a side each week and he responded magnificently. Without his 

work we would often have struggled to get a full side. Long term ‘overuse’ injuries limited the involvement 

of our traditional ‘bookends’ (opening bat, Ian Allmey, and opening bowler, Ed Smith).Our other stalwart 

Greg Brooks was similarly limited but willing to turn out whenever asked. Some of our newer players 

stepped up.  Simon James and Soren Hughes were very useful with both bat and ball, leading the batting 

and bowling statistics respectively.  Simon James, in particular recorded four half centuries in the C&S on 

his way to accumulating 414 runs at 46.  

The consistent-but-follicly-challenged Paul Nash at Number 4 (three half centuries for 331 runs at 31) and 

the inconsistent-but-spectacular Tom Robertson at Number 5 (two half centuries for 298 runs at 29) each 

scored about 300 runs to the season.  

Soren Hughes was our lead wicket taker with 19 wickets at 19.05 including his best spell of 4 for 47 while 

Dave Byrnes (6 for 80), Ed Smith (5 for 31), Paul Nash (4 for 16), and Tom Robertson (4 for 35); each 

had spells of 4 or more wicket at crucial times. 



Luke Duggan and Peter Buruma each found a good line and length by the middle of the season and 

added valuable runs later on in the order, while club stalwarts, Greg Brooks, Dave Byrnes, Pete Crooks 

and Scott Wells all contributed heavily when they played. 

Curtis Murray re-joined the club on his return to Sydney and was a valuable opening bat notching up one 

half century and was an extremely handy (and chatty) keeper - perhaps the best keeper in the C&S.  

My personal inability through injury to play every week made captaincy difficult and I relied heavily on Ian 

Allmey and Tom Robertson to fill in as captain and thank them for their efforts. On a personal note, 

having played City and Suburban Cricket for C.C.N.S.W. since the 1996-1997 season, it’s time for me to 

enter semi-retirement, hand over the captaincy reigns and migrate up to our Masters team. I’d like to 

thank all of the great clubs and characters in the City and Suburban team over the last 22 years who have 

made my summers so enjoyable. 

For Cricketers’ Club to remain a dominant force in the C&S as it has been so long, it is essential we 

recruit more talented young players to  halt our decline and fill the  gaps left by our older stalwarts as they 

fade either into retirement or Veterans’ cricket. I wish my successor every luck and good fortune. 

Ed Smith City and Suburban Captain 

 

2018-2019: Captain Tom Robertson: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated 

Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

14 8* 6 1 0 5 
  1 by forfeit 

 14 games were played of the 19 fixtures arranged compared with 16 played last season.  33 players turned out for 

the C&S side this season compared with 36 last season. Of these, 26 were Club members, the same as last season 

and 7 were guest players compared with 10 last season. A core of 13 players played 5 or more games, compared 

with 14 such players last season. We won 8 games (1 by forfeit) and lost 6 compared to last season when we won 10 

(2 by forfeit) and lost 5. We again lost in the quarter-final of the Jack Pace Trophy.  One team forfeited v us 

compared with two forfeits last season.   4 games were cancelled by rain compared with one last season. No games 

were drawn or abandoned because of rain compared with 3 last season. 

A year that did not reach many heights but was enjoyed by all. It was great to see some new additions to 

the team this year in Mark Henwood, Jed Wesley-Smith and Subhav Gupta. Great team men who made 

the year very enjoyable. 

The highlight of the year would be the tie versus Beavers with Greg Brooks taking the 9
th
 and 10

th
 wicket 

with the scores level on 154, something he enjoyed thoroughly. It was only achievable thanks to Paul 

Nash’s earlier 92 which picked us off the floor when we were 4 for 10. 

Other notable performances were Mike Weavers’ maiden hundred for the Club. A great club man and 

thoroughly deserved. All watching were very happy for Mike; a few tears of joy were shed. Paul Nash also 

gets another mention for his 7 for 20 in a Jack Pace game which stands as the best figures ever in the 

Jack Pace (as recorded in MyCricket). 



Many thanks to Simon James’s selfless captaincy. He is a class above our current batting stocks but he 

always made sure others had a go before him. Hopefully that will change next year. Peter Buruma, a 

bowler who always gave 100%, a real team man who loves winning and wants us to do well. Next year 

Brooms!,  

My vice captain Soren Hughes, a fantastic all rounder and the guy I admire the most (can you ask Gwen 

if I still get a lift home next year?). Curtis Leigh Murray, our number one keeper and best guitarist in the 

Club. Greg Brooks, the Club glue: a very competitive spirit whom we love to death. Special thanks to our 

gentle giant Ian Allmey. I for one love playing cricket with Ian and I’m hoping he can squeeze out one 

more season. There’s always one more season Ian!  

Cricket should be an expression of the character of those playing on and off the field. I for one love the 

C&S for holding close to these principles: -  enjoying a well fought game, a solid afternoon tea and a few 

beers (or tonic waters) after the game is what cricket is about.  

To Brian Breakspear and the Association's Management Committee thank you for your work during the 

season and to all the clubs thank you for the games this year and we look forward to hosting you at 

Camperdown Oval next season! 

Tom Robertson City and Suburban Co-Captain 

 

2019-2020: Captain Simon James: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

11 9* 3 0   6 
  1 by forfeit 

11 games were played of the 18 fixtures arranged compared with 14 played last season.  37 players 

turned out for the C&S side this season compared with 33 players last season. Of these, 32 were Club 

members compared with 26 last season and 5 were guest players compared with 7 last season. Only 9 

players played 5 or more games, compared with 13 such players last season. We won 9 games (1 by 

forfeit) and lost 3 compared to last season when we won 8 (1 by forfeit) and lost 6. We again lost in the 

quarter-final of the Jack Pace Trophy.  One team forfeited v us, the same as last season.   Three games 

were cancelled by rain compared with four last season. No games were drawn or abandoned because of 

rain, the same as last season. 

First and foremost I would like to echo the sentiments of President Brooks in wishing members and 

friends of the Club well during this most unprecedented period. Testing times such as this, during which 

life’s simple pleasures are denied, will see pursuits such as cricket garner greater affection and hopefully 

prioritised in our increasingly busy lives.  

It was a pleasure to captain the C&S XI this season and at all times, I enjoyed the support and 

endorsement of the wider Club. I would like to thank everyone who made the effort to play; however it 

would be remiss not to highlight a number of individuals who made my role considerably easier. This 

includes several names that are consistently called out for their contribution to the Club - which is a 

challenge and an opportunity to us all to step up. Greg Brooks, Adrian Hawkes, Tom Robertson and 

Soren Hughes my sincerest of thanks for your considerable efforts and without whom, I do not believe the 

Club would function.  



From a playing perspective, it was an enjoyable and relatively successful season although one in which I 

feel we fell short of our potential. The team enjoyed a particularly strong run pre-Christmas, finishing atop 

of the Jack Pace qualifying table with five wins from five. The XI benefited from a nucleus of players who 

all at some point made meaningful contributions but more importantly, enabled a strong spirit to develop 

which in turn made captaining even more satisfying. We also welcomed a number of young and talented 

players to the team who all showed considerable ability and a willingness to be part of the team. I retract 

everything I’ve said about millennials! Special mention to Ian and Ed Robertson, and Declan Thomas. 

As for standout performances, the victory against Yaralla in the third round of the Jack Pace was probably 

the most complete performance of the season, and provided a template of how to win at Camperdown 

Oval (bat first and bat big; accurate spin bowling, supported by energetic fielding). Indeed, the XI 

produced a similar, comprehensive performance against Sydney University in the fifth round of the Jack 

Pace. Although not a C&S fixture, the win versus the Melbourne C.C. XXIX Club at Bradman Oval, 

Bowral was a thoroughly enjoyable game at a splendid venue.  

As for individual performances and players of the season, it would be hard to ignore the efforts of Jim 

Hadley. It was an absolute pleasure to watch Jim bowl, who in all fairness was generally too skilful for 

opposing batsman. Jim generally got wickets when we needed them and bowled very economically. Jim 

also made a number of important contributions with the bat, most notably a remarkable innings versus 

Beavers to see the XI to a two wicket victory, and was consistently one of the team’s best fielders. More 

importantly, Jim is an exemplary team man and always plays in the true spirit of the game. 

Other notable individual performances include the increasingly consistent batting of Soren Hughes, 

including several match defining innings. His innings verses Balmain and Barker Old Boys standout in the 

memory, both stamped with his trademark lusty straight drives. There were also other significant 

contributions from Tom Robertson (is there a better flat track bully in the league?); Paul Nash with his all-

round contributions; and it was another tidy season for Curtis Murray behind the stumps.  

On a personal note, it was immensely satisfying to finally score my first century for the Club. I thoroughly 

enjoyed the opportunity to captain the C&S XI, and although my autocratic style (“all stick; no carrot” I’ve 

been told) may not necessarily be aligned to everyone’s preference, it is the embodiment of my 

competitive nature and love of the game. Thanks to Tom Robertson for picking up the majority of my 

admin duties and ensuring we had eleven players every week, although there remains room for 

improvement in his post-match beer selection.  

I look forward to seeing you all next season. In the meantime, continue to spread the word of this 

wonderful Club!  

Simon James City and Suburban Captain 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2020-2021: Captain Jim Hadley: From the Annual Report of the new Incorporated Club 

Played Won Lost Tied Drawn  Cancelled 

  14   8    6 0     0      7 

 



C&S TEAM v COLLEAGUES AT CAMPERDOWN ON SUNDAY 22 NOVEMBER 2020

 

Back row:  Craig Kitson, Jim Hadley (c), Scott Williams, Soren Hughes, Brett James, Matt Leong 

Front row: Curtis Murray (w), Tom Robertson, Paul Nash, Nick Leong, Mike Pinter 

14 games were played compared with 11 played last season. 41 players turned out for the C&S side this season compared with 

37 players last season. Of these, 34 were Club members compared with 32 last season and 7 were guest players compared 

with 8 last season. 15 players played 5 or more games, compared with 9 such players last season. We won 8 games  and lost 6  

compared to last season when we won 9 (1 by forfeit) and lost 3. We did not make the knock out stage of the Jack Pace Trophy 

coming nineteenth out of 21 teams in the pre-Christmas league compared with first the previous season. 5 games were 

cancelled by rain (7 in total) compared with 3 rain cancellations last season. No games were drawn or abandoned because of 

rain, the same as last season. 

It was hugely enjoyable captaining the C&S side this season. After the disappointment of losing our first Jack Pace 

game at Cranbrook and with the abbreviated season format, our chances in the competition were all but gone. This 

did provide freedom to approach the rest of the season in a relaxed and all' inclusive way. A highlight of the season 

was the emergence of two young seamers in Morley Goodchild and Matt Leong. Morley at 18yrs of age bowls from 

about 6ft 4inches (1.93 metres) at a lively pace and consistently hits a line and length. Matt bowls with good pace 

and movement with both an old and new ball and is a terrific addition in the field athletically with a reliable set of 

hands. Tom Robertson scored freely all season for us at the top of the order highlighted by a punishing century 

against Beavers at Camperdown. Our marquee No 4 Paul Nash split his webbing early in the season after showing 

his usual consistency and returned to pour on the runs, highlighted by a great partnership of 160 odd with Craig 

Kitson at Camperdown on a testing wicket.  Scott Williams like Nash got starts nearly every time he batted, but 

found ways to get out on a Camperdown wicket that makes it hard to naturally accelerate your innings. With a 

season of experience on Camperdown I think we can look forward to some punishing partnerships between them 



next season. Scott is also a fantastic addition to our pace attack and can consistently get the ball above waist 

height, plus he has a terrific set of hands taking some half chances in the outfield.  

Soren Hughes our resident all-rounder found a length from game one and took a bag of wickets over the season. 

Big ‘Sooz’ showed his value with the bat for us, consistently icing team inning's with brutal cameos  and took some 

top catches. Craig Kitson scored a wonderful century on a trying Camperdown wicket to remind us of how good a 

cricketer he is with bat and ball. On limited appearances Simon James and Brett James also stood out, Simon top 

scoring against Knox and Brett bowling some accurate spells and holding our batting order together when we 

needed it. Mick Tarrant's 4-18 against Yaralla (including a hat trick), Mark Henwood's 5-19 against Beavers and Ed 

Robertson’s 5-22 v Balmain Rangers were also standout performances. Our keeper Curtis Murray got starts with 

the bat but couldn't follow through but kept well against our pace line up. If we are going to have a tilt at the Jack 

Pace memorial Shield next season, we will  need Curtis setting the tone up front. Ed and Ian Robertson bowled 

consistently well each time they played and Ed batted well when given the opportunity. ‘Pommie’ George Arnold 

was a refreshing recruit not shying from whatever position he was given in the order and bowled some handy 

spells.  

Overall the season did point to a lack of consistency in the top order against the better attacks with Nash left to 

play a lone hand too often. We need to work out ways to accelerate the run scoring on a sometimes difficult home 

deck without increasing the risk if we want to beat the top teams. Our fielding needs to get sharper on the single 

fringe. I feel if we can get a committed eight of our best players playing each weekend we can give the competition 

a shake next season. Thanks to Tom Robertson for consistently raising eleven or twelve players each week and for 

the help of Soren Hughes, Curtis Murray and Paul Nash on the field, plus Greg Brooks and Adrian Hawkes for their 

tireless efforts behind the scenes.  Cheers from the Captain.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART THREE: RESULTS OF CCNSW C&S TEAM 50 YEARS: -1971-2021 

Season P W L T D  C Captain No of teams 

 in C&SCA 

1971-1972 No records  found to date - - Keith Stubbs 39 



1972-1973 23 11 6 1 5   0 Keith Stubbs 38 

1973-1974 No records  found to date - - Bill Watson 37 

1974-1975 No records  found to date - - Bill Watson 38 

1975-1976 14   8 6 0 0 12 Ian Mann 39 

1976-1977 14 12 2 0 0   9 ‘Mani’ Subramanya 38 

1977-1978 No records  found to date - - Gordon Salier 38 

1978-1979 No records  found to date - - Keith Musgrave 36 

1979-1980 No records  found to date - - Keith Elloy 36 

1980-1981 20 14 5 0 1   0 Peter Tyson 37 

1981-1982 21 14 6 0 1   0 Chandra Sandrasegara 36 

1982-1983 23 16 6 0 1   0 ‘Mani’ Subramanya 37 

1983-1984 14 10 3 0 1   0 Denis Crawford 35 

1984-1985 21 15 6 0 0   6 Mark Watson 35 

1985-1986 18 15 3 0 0   0 Chris Moser 35 

1986-1987 No records  found to date - - Not known 34 

1987-1988 No records  found to date - - Ron Holmes? 34 

1988-1989 No records  found to date - - Phil Scarlett 31 

1989-1990 No records  found to date - - Nick Falloon 31 

1990-1991 No records  found to date - - Joff Johnson 31 

1991-1992 No records  found to date - - Keith Elloy 31 

1992-1993 21 17 3 0 1 - Ron Holmes 30 

1993-1994 17 11 4 1 1 0 Garry Winney 30 

1994-1995 16 16 0 0 0 0 Stuart Ridge 28 

1995-1996 No records  found to date - - Gary Holmes 26 

1996-1997 17 13 1 0 3 3 Dennis Cameron 25 

1997-1998 No records  found to date - - Peter Carapiet No record 

1998-1999 No records  found to date - - Craig Kitson 23 

1999-2000 15   8 8* 0 0 5* Not Known 21 

2000-2001 22 13 3 0 0 6 Stuart Ridge 22 

2001-2002 17 13 4 0 0 5 Stuart Ridge 22 

2002-2003 16 12* 4 0 1 1 Steve Taylor 22 

2003-2004 16 11 3  0 2  5  Steve Taylor 21 

2004-2005 14   13*  1   0 1  4    Steve Taylor 20 

2005-2006 19   14  5  0  0  3  Steve Taylor 20 

2006-2007 18 10*  6  0  4  2  Steve Taylor 20 

2007-2008 14 12 4  0  4  7  Steve Taylor 20 

2008-2009 19 15  3     0  1  3    Steve Taylor 22 

2009-2010 17 17*  2 0  0  2    Steve Taylor 22 

2010-2011 15 14* 2     0  2  5    Steve Taylor 22 

2011-2012 15 12*  2   0  2  5    Steve Taylor 22 

2012-2013 13   11  2   0      0   7        Ed Smith 22 

2013-2014 14   12*  2        0      1   2        Ed Smith 22 

2014-2015 14   10* 5        0      0   4        Ian Allmey 22 

2015-2016 14   12*  3       0      0   3        Ian Allmey 22 

2016-2017 11  12*  2       0      0   4        Ian Allmey/Ed Smith 18 



2017-2018 16   10*   5    0   3  3    Ed Smith 19 

2018-2019 14   8
*
 6    1   0   5  Ian Allmey 18 

2019-2020 11     9
*
    3     0   0   6    Simon James 18 

2020-2021 14   8 6 0 0 7 Jim Hadley 19 

 *   Includes wins/losses  by forfeit 

PART FOUR: MOST RUNS AND WICKETS P SEASON CCNSW C&S TEAM 1970/71-2020/21 

SEASON NAME RUNS AVERAGE NAME  WICKETS AVERAGE 

1971-1972 L.  Wilson 362 36.20 Colin McQueen 
Ian Mann 

30 
30 

   8.97 
12.00 

1972-1973 S. Smith 283 25.72 Colin McQueen 38   9.79 

1973-1974 No records - - - - - 

1974-1975 Bill Watson 322 40.25 David Andrews 34   9.18 

1975-1976 No records - - - - - 

1976-1977 Ken Jackson 383 - Ian Mann 52 10.15 

1977-1978 Keith Elloy 400 30.77 No record - - 
1978-1979 No records - - - - - 
1979-1980 Keith Elloy  413 27.40 Peter Tyson 31 12.87 

1980-1981 Mani Subramanya 411 29.35 Mani Subramanya 24 18.29 

1981-1982 Mani Subramanya 391 27.93 Peter Tyson  24 14.58 

1982-1983 Clive Smoker  474 36.40 Keith Musgrave 33 12.40 

1983-1984 Wes Preston 351 35.10 Peter McKenzie 22 15.86 

1984-1985 Keith Elloy 378 31.50 Nick Falloon 
Phil Scarlett 

26 
26 

15.88 
20.27 

1985-1986 Joff Johnson 422 46.88 Phil Scarlett 23 16.49 

1986-1987 Joff Johnson 330 37.14 No record - - 

1987-1988 Dennis Cameron 514 39.54 John Garlick 31 13.52 

1988-1989 Joff Johnson 243 30.40 Steve Humphries 42   7.82 

1989-1990 No records - - - - - 

1990-1991 No records - - - - - 

1991-1992 Scott Perry 289 28.90 No record - - 

1992-1993 Rod Young 585 73.12 Dennis Cameron 25 15.32 

1993-1994 Luke Latimer 378 47.25 Dennis Cameron 26 13.77 

1994-1995 James Brownlie 431 107.75 Greg Brooks 30 12.60 

1995-1996 Joff Johnson 329 37.33 Dennis Cameron  41    8.02 

1996-1997 Scott Perry 469 46.90 Dennis Cameron  26 12.19 

1997-1998 Craig Kitson 525 43.58 Greg Brooks 30 11.00 

1998-1999 Joff Johnson 342 36.41 Greg Brooks 30 16.53 

1999-2000 Greg Brooks 228 28.50 Greg Brooks 28 10.39 

2000-2001 Joff Johnson 264 24.00 Bruce Grigg 22 13.45 

2001-2002 Paul Brandon 339 42.38 Greg Brooks 31 14.61 

2002-2003 Scott Perry 479 39.17 Scott McCallum 33 12.00 

2003-2004 Greg Brooks 330 33.00 Ed Smith 30 14.70 

2004-2005 Derek Taylor 316 28.73 Ed Smith  23   9.00 



2005-2006 Craig Kitson 563 56.30 Ed Smith 38   9.81 

2006-2007 Ian Allmey 479 31.58 Ed Smith 31 14.42 

2007-2008 Ian Allmey 643 45.93 Greg Brooks 21 14.48 

2008-2009 Craig Johnson 556 55.60 David Byrnes 35   8.94 

2009-2010 Craig Johnson 483 60.48 Ed Smith 42   9.97 

2010-2011 Om Robertson 472 52.44 Ed Smith 26 13.92 

2011-2012 Ian Allmey 466 42.37 Ed Smith 31 13.80 

2012-2013 Ian Allmey 505 42.08 Greg Brooks 13 12.79 

2013-2014 Ian Allmey 549 61.00 Ed Smith 23 17.83 

2014-2015 Regan Smith 631 57.36 Ed Smith 21 16.10 

2015-2016 Regan Smith 517 56.89 Ed Smith 
Greg Brooks 

17 
17 

  9.88 
17.24 

2016-2017 Tom Robertson 235 39.17 Soren Hughes 13 13.15 

2017-2018 Simon James 414 46.00 Soren Hughes 19 19.05 

2018-2019 Tom Robertson 317 39.63 Paul Nash 17   9.88 

2019-2020 Simon James 393 49.13 Jim Hadley 15 14.33 

2020-2021 Tom Robertson 423 42.30 Soren Hughes 15 18.73 

 

BEST OF LAST 50 YEARS 

Batting: 

Highest Score: 174 by Ian Allmey vs Sydney University Veterans 2007-2008 

Most runs: 2007-2008 Ian Allmey 643 @45.93 

Best average: 1994-1995 James Brownlie 431 @ 107.75 

Bowling: 

Best Bowling: 10-28 by Stephen Humphries vs Northern Districts 1988-1989 

Most wickets: 1976-1977 Ian Mann 52 @ 10.15 

Best average: 1988-1989 Steve Humphries 42 @ 7.82 (including 10 in an innings) 

 

 

 
 

 



PART FIVE: C&S PLAYER HONOURS BOARD 1971-2021 

The C.C.N.S.W. C&S team has compiled the following records, largely since the 2002-03 season 

though some records from earlier seasons survive. If any person has further records, please 

contact the Club secretary at secretary@ccnsw.com   

Centuries 

 

 Ian Allmey – 174 vs Sydney University Veterans, 2007-08 

 Tom Robertson – 153 vs Rangers, 2009-10 

 Andrew Fraser – 138* vs AMP, 1992-93 

 James Brownlie 136* vs ?, 1995-96 

 Rod Young -128* vs ?, 1992-93 

 Ian Allmey – 125 vs Yaralla, 2007-08 

 Ian Allmey – 117 vs Old Cranbrookians, 2012-13 

 Regan Smith – 114* vs St George Veterans, 2015-16 

 Ian Allmey – 114 vs Nondescripts, 2005-06 

 Craig Kitson – 113* vs Barker Old Boys, 2005-06 

 Simon James – 113* vs Paddington, 2019-20 

 Craig Johnson – 113 vs Kings Old Boys, 2012-13 

 Tom Robertson 112 vs Rangers. 2020-2021 

 Henry Vera – 112 vs I Zingari (Australia), 2003-04 

 Derek Taylor – 110* vs Wyvern, 2002-03 

 Regan Smith – 110* vs Yaralla, 2014-15 

 Dennis Cameron 110 v Yaralla. 1986-87 

 Greg Brooks – 109 vs Colleagues, 2001-02 (Greg also took 5-16  in the same match, see 

below) 

 Peter Matthews 107* v ? 1986-87 

 Rod Young – 107 vs Old Cranbrookians, 1993-94 

 Craig Kitson – 107 vs Nondescripts, 1995-96 

 Darren Kay – 107 vs Yaralla, 2004-05 

 Craig Johnson – 107 vs Old Sydneians, 2008-09 

 Ian Allmey – 107 vs Reg Bartley XI, 2012-13 

 Darren Kay – 106 vs Colleagues, 2010-11 

 Tom Robertson – 105* vs St George Veterans, 2016-17 

 Tom Robertson – 105* vs Primary Club, 2014-15 

 Mike Weaver – 105 retired vs Reg Bartley XI, 2018-19 

 Clive Smoker – 104 vs ?, 1981-82 

 “Mani” Subramaniya – 103 vs ?, 1974-75 

  “Mani” Subramaniya – 103* vs Wyvern, 1982-83 

 Nick Falloon – 103* vs Lindfield, 1984-85 

 Ian Allmey – 103* vs Beavers, 2016-17 

 Ruan Jonker – 103* vs Scots Old Boys, 2010-11 

 “Mani” Subramaniya – 103 vs Lindfield, 1983-84 

 Nick Falloon – 102* vs Burwood Briars, 1984-85 

 Peter Carapiet 102* v Old Aloysians “A”.1997-98 

mailto:secretary@ccnsw.com


 Keith Elloy – 102* vs Burwood Briars, 1984-85 

 Neil Gordon 102* v Old Aloysians “B”.1997-98 

 Clive Smoker – 102 vs Sydney University Veterans, 1982-83 

 Craig Kitson – 101* vs Paddington, 2005-06 

 Darren Kay – 101* vs Sydney University Veterans, 2007-08 

 Darren Kay – 100* vs Beavers C.C., 2009-10 

 Regan Smith – 100* vs Old Aloysians, 2014-15 

 Scott Perry – 100* vs St George Veterans, 1993-94 

 Keith Elloy – 100* vs Lindfield, 1982-83 

 Nick Falloon – 100 v Lindfield, 1984-85 

 Ian Alley – 100 vs Hunters Hill, 2004-05 

 Craig Kitson- 100 vs Hunters Hill. 2020-2021 

 

Ten Wickets 

 

 Stephen Humphries – 10/28 vs Northern Districts, 1988-89 

 

Nine Wickets 

 

 Dennis Hill – 9/27 & 50* vs Old Sydneians, 1976-77 

 

Eight Wickets 

 

 Stephen Humphries – 8/17 vs Burwood Briars, 1988-89 

 

Seven Wickets 

 

 Ed Smith – 7/18 vs Sydney University Veterans, 2009-10 

 Paul Nash – 7/20 vs Yaralla, 2018-19 

 David Byrnes – 7/27 vs Hunters Hill, 2007-08 

 Roger Williams – 7/28 vs Carringbah Sports Club, 1982-83 

 Phil Scarlett – 7/31 vs Radio Physics, 1984-85 

 

Six Wickets 

 

 Scott McCallum – 6/6 vs Rangers, 2001-02 

 Keith Musgrave – 6/10 vs ?, 1984-85 

 Ed Smith – 6/15 vs Old Cranbrookians, 2009-10 

 Bruce Grigg – 6/18 vs AMP, 2002-03 

 David Byrnes – 6/18 vs Sydney Windies, 2009-10 

 P. Fitzgerald – 6/19 vs Hunters Hill, 1981-82 

 Stephen Humphries – 6/20 vs Beavers, 1988-89 

 Nick Falloon – 6/22 vs ?, 1984-85 

 Alex Haigh 6/22 vs Barker Old Boys, 1996-97 

 Chandrasekera – 6/27 vs Old Cranbrookians, 1981-82 

 P. Atkins – 6/36 vs ?, 1981-82 



 David Byrnes – 6/38 vs Beavers, 2009-10 

 Phil Scarlett – 6/42 vs Westpac, 1985-86 

 Greg Brooks – 6/42 vs Parramatta, 1995-96 

 Brad Paterson – 6/56 vs Colleagues, 2007-08 

 David Byrnes – 6/80 vs Old Aloysians, 2017-18 

 

Five Wickets 

 

 David Byrnes – 5/10 vs Beavers, 2016-17 

 Craig Johnson – 5/12 vs Sydney Windies, 2010-11 

 Dennis Cameron – 5/13 vs Parramatta, 2002-03 

 Scott Wells – 5/13 vs Paddington, 2009-10 

 Geoff Williams – 5/15 vs ?, 1983-84 

 P. Atkins – 5/15 vs ?, 1980-81 

 Greg Brooks – 5/16 vs Colleagues, 2001-02 

 Peter Tyson – 5/17 vs Scots Old Boys, 1981-82 

 Greg Brooks – 5/17 vs Barker Old Boys, 1993-94 

 David Byrnes – 5/17 vs Reg Bartley XI, 2015-16 

 Ed Smith – 5/17 vs Barker Old Boys, 2015-16 

 Ed Smith – 5/18 vs Paddington, 2006-07 

 Joff Johnson – 5/19 vs Hunters Hill, 1985-86 

 Ed Smith – 5/19 vs Nondescripts, 2004-05 

 Mark Henwood- 5/19 vs Beavers, 2020-2021 

 Dennis Cameron – 5/20 vs Scots Old Boys, 1995-96 

 Greg Brooks 5/20 v Old Aloysians “A”, 1997-98 

 Greg Brooks – 5/20 vs Barker Old Boys, 2008-09 

 Dennis Cameron 5/20 vs Beavers 1996-97 

 Dennis Cameron 5/20 vs Scots Old Boys 1995-96 

 Derek Taylor – 5/22 vs Barker Old Boys, 2004-05 

 Edward Robertson 5/22 vs Rangers 2020-2021 

 Ed Smith – 5/23 vs Beavers, 2008-09 

 Scott Wells – 5/23 vs Nondescripts, 2011-12 

 Ed Smith – 5/26 vs Rangers, 2007-08 

 Greg Brooks – 5/27 vs Old Cranbrookians, 2001-02 

 Nathan Reay – 5/27 vs Reg Bartley XI, 2015-16 

 Bruce Grigg – 5/29 vs Parramatta, 2001-02 

 Greg Brooks – 5/30 vs Beavers, 2003-04 

 Scott Wells – 5/31 vs Barker Old Boys, 2010-11 

 Ed Smith – 5/31 vs Knox Old Boys, 2017-18 

 Ed Smith – 5/32 vs I Zingari (Australia), 2004-05 

 Soren Hughes – 5/32 vs Nondescripts, 2016-17 

 Peter Tyson – 5/34 vs ?, 1984-85 

 Bruce Grigg – 5/35 vs Barker Old Boys, 2005-06 

 James Clarke – 5/35 vs I Zingari (Australia), 2014-15 

 Ed Smith – 5/37 vs St George Veterans, 2014-15 

 Dennis Cameron 5/41 vs Old Sydneians, 1997-98 



 “Mani” Subramanya – 5/41 vs ANZ, 1981-82 

 Chandrasekera – 5/42 vs St. George Veterans, 1981-82 

 Phil Scarlett – 5/43 vs Wyvern, 1985-86 

 Roger Williams – 5/44 vs ?, 1983-84 

 Greg Brooks 5/45 v Yaralla, 1996-97 

 Ed Smith – 5/45 vs Knox Old Boys, 2005-06 

 Greg Brooks 5/51 vs Beavers, 1997-98 

 Dennis Cameron – 5/52 vs ANZ, 1995-96 

 David Byrnes – 5/57 vs Colleagues, 2015-16 

 Greg Brooks – 5/59 vs Rangers, 2005-06 

 

PART SIX 50 SEASONS OF CCNSW C&S CRICKET:  PLAYER REMINISCENCES 

Garry Birchall played in the 1980s as a right hand medium pace first or second change bowler and 

useful late middle order batsman. He went on the first club overseas tour to Fiji in 1989. 

My recollections of playing with the CCNSW C&S sides are not reflective of any specific statistic or team 

performances but rather a general overview of the culture and how it became a unique experience and 

opportunity for me. 

I played for 5 years covering 2 years either side of the 1988/89 competition winning season and our 

percentage of wins was very high over that period. 

I was introduced to the CCNSW team via a mid-week social event at the Barrack Street clubhouse where 

Ron Holmes, forever the persuasive gentleman, convinced me that it would become an enjoyable 

experience and never a truer word was spoken. Up until that time I had only played on artificial wickets in 

district competitions and the thought of potentially playing on turf each week really excited me. 

I believe my best club achievements were facilitating Rob Carter & Steve Humphries joining the club for 

the 88/89 season plus convincing my wife Belinda to manage the afternoon teas throughout that year. I 

worked with Rob and Steve at that time and I was very fortunate to twist their arms into playing because 

there was no doubt that they would have walked into any Sydney grade club; they were basically young 

county cricketers on a holiday of a lifetime. They had an amazing impact on games straight away and 

their general charm and charisma was a bonus for anyone who attended those matches. Many opposition 

players were left scratching their heads after clever opening bowling commentary and it was generally 

only a matter of time before they became victims of outstanding swing bowling. As Belinda was the one 

that initially invited me to the mid-week function to meet Ron, it was only fair that I reciprocated and asked 

her if she would like to get involved. Belinda had many years of prior experience watching Manly CC and 

helping on the social side of that club. She made her presence felt with glorious selections and all players 

benefitted from her efforts, many players from both sides said it was the best afternoon tea they had seen 

in years. 

For me, the great memories I take forward are all the nice people involved within the club at that time and 

the exposure to some excellent turf pitches, Saturdays could not come around quickly enough.  

It is a shame that we are not able to step back in time and play another year on those mainly inner- city 

grounds ending up in the closest pub and more often than not venturing into the City for the nightlife.  



Ron Holmes was 100% correct when he first told me that I would not regret joining the CCNSW C&S side 

and after all these years I still feel very grateful to him for those great words of wisdom.  

To all the players that were involved thank you for making those cricket seasons a special memory and I 

offer you all a toast for some amazing times together. Thank You  

Brian Breakspear was an aggressive though orthodox left hand bat and fast medium left arm 

swing bowler who captained the representative Australian police side and played almost all of his 

C&S cricket for Yaralla where he accumulated a formidable record. He played frequently v 

CCNSW. Here he reminisces batting v Steve Humphries in the season (though not in the match) 

when Steve took 10 wickets in an innings. Brian Breakspear played for over 20 seasons with 

Yaralla before he started to play over 40s and then over 50s cricket with CCNSW. He is currently 

the Secretary of the C&SCA 

 

C & S Cricket Fixture Yaralla v. CCNSW at Goddard Park 1988-89. 

Ron Holmes was the wicketkeeper.  CCNSW was fielding two visiting young fast English bowlers out for 

the summer, Steve Humphries and Rob Carter, Middlesex  League 1st XI with Enfield and /Middlesex 

Ground Staff XI.  I was batting with Bob Marshall and the contest was on.  I remember these bowlers 

were quite sharp and a cut above the regular C & S club player standard.  My son, daughter and my wife 

were at the ground at the time.  I was enjoying the challenge and holding my own against this bowling 

attack.  

At a point during my innings my wife called out to me that my son had badly cut his head on the scrum 

machine located off the ground. Disappointingly, I had to retire to rescue my son, but will never know how 

far my batting partnership would have played out with Bob Marshall that day, given the strength of the 

bowling attack. 

Being a Police Sergeant, one of my duties was to visit the CCNSW Barrack Street premises on Friday 

nights.  The club was a hub of CCNSW cricketers, among who was the then club President Ron Holmes.  

Ron attempted to persuade me to play for CCNSW as I was a club member. 

So during past discussions at various times Ron would mention CCNSW playing Yaralla and that it would 

a tough match.  He did not always let on who was playing. 

There was no warning about these two young English bowlers.  We played them on the day as any 

batsman of caliber could have. Ron had organised these two.  Ron was tied up with Manly DCC and 

could draw on grade players from time to time. 

Greg Brooks was a high class very accurate fast medium swing bowler originally from First Grade 

Canberra cricket and a very aggressive hard hitting left handed middle order batsman. 

Playing cricket for the CCNSW C&S team has been a big part of my life over the past 27 years. From 

being asked to play for the club by Joff Johnson after a Kookaburras game at Victoria Barracks to playing, 

managing and organising teams every weekend in summer, it’s been fantastic to make so many lifelong 

friends.  

I have played with some great cricketers over these years and enjoyed many highlights and plenty of 

tough days too. Winning the Jack Pace Trophy on four occasions with the astute captaincy of Steve 



Taylor and a bunch of mates, hitting the winning runs in one Grand Final with David Byrnes at the other 

end will long be remembered. At 6-30 chasing 72 we copped plenty from the Knox Old Boys but we saw it 

through! Playing in Stuart Ridges’ unbeaten team in the 1990s one season was another highlight 

alongside many fine players and friends including Ron Holmes, Gary Holmes, Dennis Cameron, Craig 

Kitson and others. 

A personal highlight was scoring my one and only century against Colleagues at Camperdown, again with 

a great mate Scott McCallum at the other end. To then take 5 wickets in the same match completed a 

rare double! 

Camperdown continues to be a great home ground for the club. Many a Thursday or Friday afternoon 

would see my great friend Ed Smith and I laying the covers to ensure we had a good chance to play that 

weekend. 

No thoughts on my C&S days would be complete without mention of John Russell, our great manager 

and scorer. Many of the details and reports in this history of the C&S would be lost if not for his wonderful 

and insightful weekly newsletter, a great club man sorely missed. 

To all my club mates and friends in this club I hope we can continue the rich history of our club in the C&S 

for many years to come! 

David Byrnes was a powerful right hand top order batsman and an economical off spin bowler. 

I began playing cricket for the Cricketers’ Cub in 1997 a few weeks out from the Club’s first England tour. 

Fortunately for me somebody had pulled out and a spot had opened up. I was playing park cricket in 

North Richmond with Steve Cross, Frank Crowe and Paul Allen who were all CCNSW members and from 

there my association with the Club began.  

I have many fond memories of the fourteen or so tours I have done with the Club, both with my family and 

also as a single traveler. These include playing at venues such as the SCG, MCG, Oppenheimers (South 

Africa), Queens Park (Trinidad), Lords (Nursery Ground), Allan Border field and the test ground in Nairobi, 

Kenya amongst some. The tours have allowed me to visit castles in England, do safaris in both Kenya 

and South Africa, cruises in the Caribbean and play golf in Port Elizabeth. I’ve been able to travel to parts 

of the world I probably would never have gone if it were not for CCNSW, but most of all its allowed me to 

form lifelong friendships with some magnificent people. I could talk about cricket all day long but its 

meeting families like the Blairs, the Birchalls, the Fallons, the Taylors and the Brooks that have given me 

the most joy being a CCNSW member.  A few Jack Pace Memorial Shields along the way with the C & S 

team have helped too. 

Dennis Cameron was a right arm slow bowler and a left-hand top order batsman. 

As a result of a change in work arrangements, which required me to work on some Saturdays, I was no 

longer able to play grade or any cricket involving 2 day games.  The late John Russell (known as JR) 

suggested that I play for CCNSW where the City & Suburban games and the occasional Sunday game 

were all played as one day matches, usually on nice grounds.  He put me in touch with Keith Elloy and I 

played my first game in the 1986/87 season and I continued playing for CCNSW for another 20 years.  

It was a privilege to play with so many good people and talented players who all contributed to making the 

C & S team such a strong one which enjoyed much success over the years.  



My shared legacy with CCNSW is that along with Keith Elloy, Joff Johnson and Frank Crowe, we planned 

the initial overseas tours for CCNSW starting with Fiji in 1989 followed by SE Asia in 1991.  I was 

fortunate to tour many times with CCNSW and have many fond memories of these tours. 

I am pleased that the touring tradition at CCNSW is still strong, although overseas tours are temporarily 

on hold due to the COVID pandemic.  I hope that in future, tours, both overseas and domestic, can 

resume. 

Frank Crowe was an aggressive left hand opening batsman and a superb cover fielder who could 

frequently hit the stumps direct. 

My first memory of the Cricketers’ Club was a baptism of fire facing facing former Waverley grade fast 

bowlers, Peter McKenzie and Phil Scarlett on synthetic nets somewhere pre season 1983-1984. It was at 

the request of Mark Watson, who cajoled me into making a comeback over a few beers at the SCG. 

McKenzie and Scarlett had retired from Grade Cricket but were still intent on seeing what batsman were 

made of and  knocking blokes heads off !   Somehow my experience in country cricket in Armidale and 

Taree enabled me to survive that net session and my career with CCNSW began.  

The players who stood out during my time in City and Suburban were of course Ron Holmes, Club 

President and ‘the prince of wicketkeepers’ from Manly Grade. Major Joff Johnson was the most 

consistently good bat in the Club, who often gave me a "military talking to" mid wicket during a 

partnership about not giving my wicket away and Dennis Cameron , who used to 'confuse' batsman with 

his subtle range of deliveries, and me later on when I took up keeping! The most elegant bat I played with 

was undoubtedly Keith Elloy, a consummate player of the cover and off drive, who represented Singapore 

at a young age before moving to Australia.  

 I moved to the Blue Mountains in 1990 to start a travel business, and was convinced by Dennis Cameron 

to handle arrangements for the Club Tours for 17 years until my last tour to South Africa in 2007. During 

this time I also played for the North Richmond Club and introduced many players from that Club to play 

for CCNSW. 

I retired in 2015 after playing the game for 50 years (age 12 to age 62) and have no regrets aligning 

myself with such a great Club and bunch of players.  

Keith Elloy was a schoolboy prodigy who first played for the Singapore national team when aged 

16 and migrated to Australia in his early 20s. An extremely elegant right hand bat and in his youth 

a useful away swing bowler, he still plays for the Club some 50 years later, giving him an 

unparalleled perspective on CCNSW cricket. 

I had toured Perth and NSW with the Singapore national team prior to migrating to Sydney in my early 

20s so had a reasonable idea of the quality of NSW Club cricket. My initial intention was to play Grade 

but I quickly found I could not cope with the demands of settling down in Sydney and a new job with the 

demands of playing one game over 2 weekends and compulsory mid-week practice. 

In 1971, I was introduced to the Cricketers’ Club in George St Sydney where in those days you had to 

front the Committee comprising I.B. Robertson, Alan Davidson et al for a formal interview and approval.    

I found the combination of playing for fun and relaxation on grass wickets only on Saturday afternoons 

with no compulsory practice and no formal league point structure ideally suited my temperament and the 

other demands on my time as I made my way in a new country. 



Part of the privilege of being a member of CCNSW, was the annual fixture of President’s vs Vice 

President’s X1 which we played at the SCG and had a great free of costs day including lunch and seeing 

your name up on the ‘old’ Hill scoreboard.  I distinctly recall sweeping Richie Benaud for 2 fours and also 

facing Alan Davidson who naturally was a lot slower but still moved the ball. 

That is not to say the standard was poor in C&S. A number of players, had they had the time and 

inclination, could clearly have made their way in Grade cricket. At that time in the 1970s it was common 

for wives and girlfriends to attend games. Being pre ‘breathalyser’, it was quite common for post game 

celebrations to continue late into the evenings and we used to arrange BBQs at the immaculately 

appointed former W.D.  and H.O. Wills ground in Raleigh  Park and arrange fixtures v appropriate 

opposition teams who could be ferociously competitive on the field and sociable off the field. In those 

early days oppositions often stayed well after the game. 

As CCNSW had great contacts and affiliation with NSW cricket, we had the privilege for a few seasons of 

having the SCG No.2 as our home ground.  Many opposition teams enjoyed the opportunity to play us on 

a beautiful pitch and fast outfield.   All this ceased when the Football Stadium plans were drawn up. 

Besides our Saturday fixtures, we played many friendly annual games on Sundays against The Army (at 

Victoria Barracks); the Air Force (at Richmond), the Journalists Club (which Ian Mann organized);  the 

Canberra weekends; the Queensland Cricketers’ Club (who had Lew Cooper of fame) besides the odd 

overseas touring teams from England and other countries. 

From those early days in the 1970s and early 1980s, besides those members already penning articles I 

recollect in particular (in alphabetical order):- 

 John Chegwyn: (son of Jack another CCNSW committee and NSW player). John batted early 

order well and kept wickets when required. 

 Denis Crawford:    occasional player who enjoyed the CCNSW attitude.  

 Nick Falloon: ex Channel 9 fame (many a tale was told about his time working with K. 

Packer) Good right hand bat and left arm spinner.    His long hours at Channel 9 saw him fade 

away from cricket. 

 Peter Mackenzie:   ex Waverley who opened the bowling with Scarlett with tight seamers. 

 Ian Mann - bowled off a short rhythmical run very late away swingers which deceived all but the 

very best batsmen. I believe he still holds the record for most wickets in a CCNSW C&S season 

with 52. 

 Keith Musgrave; an aggressive fast bowler off a short run who could become visibly affected if his 

LBW shouts were turned down and try to bowl the next ball twice as fast. 

 Wes Preston:   loved his AFL and with persuasion played few seasons batting No. 3 with great 

left-handed pulls and hooks.   

 Gordon Salier:  wonderful dry sense of humour – Gordon recalls former Test batsman, Brian 

Booth being dropped a sitter by Brian Gorman at first slip when Gordon opened the bowling. 

 Chandra Sandrasegara:   a barrister of note and left arm spinner who on his day had wonderful 

deceptive flight. 

 Phil Scarlett:  played and captained with a premiership.  Opened bowling and was quick on his 

day.   His off days saw some wide wides! 

 Graham Sheidow:   (son of Basil – another stalwart of CCNSW) – Graham wished he had a 

chance to play more games – another one to stay back after games. 

 Stuart Smith: father was a stalwart of CCNSW.   Stuart loved the chance to bowl his leggies  

besides being an aggressive middle order batsman.  Always stayed back for a drink.      



 Clive Smoker: - an opening bat in the Charlie Macartney ‘Governor General ‘mould; held the bat 

at the top of the handle and the first ball of the match could go for 4 or 6! 

 Keith Stubbs:   gentleman on/off the field.   Wonderful first change seamer. 

 “Mani” Subramanya,  former Indian Test all-rounder, besides being an exceptional slip fielder 

(and odd time leg slip as well)   a slim right hand quick footed batsman; very strong in the cut and 

pull and hook, who could bowl equally well right medium pace and slow left arm.. Sometimes he 

would change style from over to over.  

 Peter Tyson: – early order batsman who bowled seamers and swing.   Drove to our days at 

Raleigh Park with his family in his VW Campervan.  

 Lloyd Wilson:  classic opening batsman with a smile for everything. 

  

Our general attitude was to bat first, try to score as many runs as quickly as possible, often c 200+, but 

also try to ensure all players, even the less gifted, got a game. It is very difficult in a 35 over game to give 

everyone a fair go in every game but over a series of weeks it can be managed even if slightly increasing 

the odds of losing. 

I have great memories and friendships over many years,  not only at the Club but through cricket 

opponents we played.    Playing teams like Old Cranbrookians was a great challenge with their 

Theiderman and Bavin brothers etc. where we always tried to select our best team.    Other good 

opponents were St George Veterans; Barker Old Boys who had one of the best grounds in C&S;  Sydney 

University Veterans (who had Kerry O’Keefe playing in latter years ) and the list goes on.     

As we approached the late 1980s and I approached my forties, I became involved with Stirling Hamman 

in setting up an over 40s competition and began playing less C&S cricket as under Ron Holmes guidance 

and selection the Club raise some very strong teams even going through one season winning every game 

under Stuart Ridge’s captaincy. 

The C&S team is not quite so dominant at present though still winning more games than it loses and I am 

hopeful I might persuade next season’s captain to give me one game on merit to commemorate 50 

seasons  

Dick French was a Test umpire and is the current patron of the C&SCA. He used to play C&S 

cricket for ALP in the 1950s, 60s and early 70s 

I had just commenced umpiring when CCNSW joined the C&S, and thus was not privileged to play 

against them. However I caught up with many of the names mentioned in this publication after work at the 

Cricketers’ Club each week in Barrack Street in the City. 

 I recall our Saturday afternoon C&S cricket games, which were of a very high standard; indeed were the 

forerunner of ‘one day cricket’, and many exciting finishes resulted. Playing for AMPCC in the 1950s, 

1960’s and early 1970’s I was honoured to bat and bowl against various Test and ex-Test cricketers. 

Names that come to mind include Martin Donnelly (NZ), Ron Archer, Ian Craig and Ted White, plus many 

first Grade and representative cricketers who were quite outstanding. 

Matt Gale was the C&S team regular keeper for a decade, efficient but never showy, who in a crisis 
could also be a useful late order batsman 

I drank at the Club’s former Barrack Street premises with Dave Moore, et al. for several years from the 
age of 16 or so…oops maybe 18, so knew of the club.  I wasn’t however introduced to the Club from a 



playing perspective some 10 or so years later in 2001, by Bruce Grigg who was then the opening or first 
change medium pace away swing bowler in our C&S side, where I became the regular Saturday keeper. 

I started playing Saturdays under the astute leadership of Steven Taylor, the main man and the best 
skipper I’ve played under. Steve was a top order bat who had come from Grade cricket and who also 
occasionally bowled medium pace Other notables around then were Greg Brooks our regular fast 
medium opening bowler and hard hitting middle order batsman, Joff Johnson then in his later years 
before he progressed to Masters but still a very sound left hand batsman, Stuart Ridge and  Scott 
McCallum both very accurate swing bowlers with  Grade backgrounds, Derek Taylor an aggressive left 
hand opening bat and right hand slow medium leg spinner who had occasional devastating spells, Scott 
Perry, an outstanding orthodox opening batsman and of course Bruce Griggs.  Great days. 

My first tour was Kenya in 2002 and it remains the best of several I’ve undertaken with the Club, including 
two to the UK in 2009 and 2013,  and one to South Africa in 2007 and domestically.  I adored the touring 
culture of the Club and the camaraderie we experience on tour and after tours. It’s not just the players but 
the partners and even the kids with whom you become treasured friends.  That is what CCNSW is to me, 
a little community from which I’ve drifted this year but hope to rejoin and I don’t think that will be difficult. 

On the playing front, no personal achievements but many team memories, Jack Pace KO cup wins and 
wins on tour against the odds come to mind.  Also coming to mind are many great nights after games with 
the likes of Tom Robertson, Craig Johnson, Peter Crooks, David Byrnes, a superb outfielder, aggressive 
no 3 bat and a deceptive off spinner, Greg Brooks, Steve and Derek Taylor, Ian Allmey a devastatingly 
aggressive opening bat and in his younger days a very useful fast left hand bowler, Mick McCormick and 
Ed Smith, our regular fast opening bowler for a decade.   

Thanks to all, I love this Club and all who are part of it. Thanks. Thanks to all those behind the scenes 
that keep the club alive and ticking too, I never put in much and appreciate what they do. 

Jim Hadley was a former first Grade player and the captain of our CCNSW C&S side in its 50
th

 

season and can reflect back on over 40 years cricket experience-though only lately in C&S. A fast 

scoring middle order batsman and a medium pace leg break bowler 

C&S reminiscences: I've only played the last  two seasons of C&S cricket and have been lucky to have 

captained our side in the 2020-21 season. The C&S format with its 1.30 starts provides a civilised 

balance for home and family responsibilities and consistent week to week cricket. Almost exclusively, 

C&S also provides the opportunity for family and friends to play together that the restrictions of grade and 

age competitions make difficult to achieve. The only chance I got to play with my father was for CCNSW 

back in the late 70s at Rushcutters bay and it's a day I'll never forget. After having a number of enjoyable 

seasons of Master's over 40s cricket it was interesting and refreshing to play back at open level where 

young vitality was blended with experience to find a competitive balance. Socially for an old guy like me to 

banter with teenagers and 20 ‘somethings’ is a rare event and C&S gives me that to look forward to 

during the season. So, I can only hope that the C&S competition can continue to be played as it bridges a 

unique set of opportunities for participants who could only experience something similar in the bush.        

Adrian Hawkes was an English right arm medium pace swing and seam bowler who migrated to 

Sydney aged 40; he reminisces on his first game for CCNSW in 1989-90 

My major experience of Australians in English club cricket in the 1970s and 80s was the then occasional 

Australian who came to England for a summer of Club cricket in which they might expect to play more 

than 50 games. Most were called ’first graders’, a term which meant nothing particular to me then. They 

were by southern England club standards good players so I assumed most players I would encounter in 

Australia would be similar. The other general prejudice at the time was that most Australian cricketers 



were aggressive sledgers,  something which at least at Sydney C&S level was to be profoundly untrue, 

not that I yet knew. 

So when I first migrated to Sydney at age 40, I was concerned I would be severely outclassed by my 

team mates and worried by the prospect of continual  sledging at a ‘Pom’. Knowing both Dennis Cameron 

and Ronnie Holmes from earlier years, I sought to play for CCNSW and my first game was v St George 

Veterans- a club I had admired from childhood with players like Bradman, Lindwall, O’Reilly and Morris. (I 

had overlooked the “veterans” in the title of the Club we were playing) 

Would I fit in or be too poor a player disparaged and ostracised by my new team mates and never to play 

again? What remains in my memory over 30 years later is the overwhelming feeling of welcome and 

hospitality, immediately being made to feel part of the team and being talked to, not ignored by my new 

team mates so important when first playing with strangers. 

And on the field- a flaxen haired athletic Frank Crowe running out 3 batsmen from square leg with direct 

hits at the batsman’s end and a characteristic rasping square cut by Keith Elloy, a shot I was to see and 

admire many times over the years to come- and above all the laughter and good nature of the players 

and the willingness to find a pub for a few hours after the game. 

35 over cricket may be short but can still be enjoyable and prior to the advent of over 40s Masters, 

CCNSW C&S cricket enabled me to extend my cricket a little and my pleasure a lot! 

Mark Henwood, tail end batsman and off-spin bowler, Joined CCNSW in 2018-19 Season 

I landed from China in Newtown in 2018, a few minutes’ walk from Camperdown Park. After many years 

not playing any cricket at all, I’d played seven years in Shanghai. I had been bowling off-spin as playing 

conditions were high 30s and 90% humidity. I had ended my last season in Shanghai with a decent 

wicket haul so naturally I was keen to play in Sydney on turf. My first match was out at Dangar Field vs 

the Old Cranbrookians, where I snared a couple of wickets to finish off the match. That gave the 

confidence to keep on in the C&S side. There have been a few special games over the past few seasons, 

including a win against a quality Knox Old Boys side, a tie against the Beavers at Waterloo Oval where 

we picked up the last couple of wickets after the scores were level, and this season personally getting on 

the honours board. The team has always been a great mixture of characters and lots of fun. I’ve also 

toured Canberra and Perth, and made selection at the last minute for the SCG match in 2019. Overall, I 

think I was fortunate to join CCNSW, and hopefully, I can play many more seasons. 

Dennis Hill reminiscing on took 9-28 wickets v Old Sydneians and followed it up with a 50* in 

1976-7 

Due to a serious knee injury (football, of course), I played only as a batsman at Sydney University, first 

grade from 1969 to 1975. I took up bowling again when I started to play regularly with the Cricketers’ 

Club, though I had played social games with CCNSW since 1967 (Ian Mann had been my captain in 4th 

Grade in 1965, and I started playing with CCNSW due to his involvement).but enough of my ramblings 

and to the game in point. 

I was fairly regularly trundling medium-pacers at this time. We were playing at Raleigh Park, there was a 

nice breeze and the ball was swinging nicely; the obliging Old Sydneians kept missing straight balls or 

edging gentle outswingers, and suddenly I had the first 9 wickets. My obliging captain (Gordon Salier) 

brought on Chandra Sandrasegara to bowl his gentle left arm orthodox, directing him to bowl wide of the 

stumps; however the impatient batsman decided to strike out, jumping down the pitch swinging and 

missing, and our excellent keeper ( I think it was Ron Holmes) reacted as good keepers do, whipping off 



the bails with the batsman well stranded. Then, as realisation set in, mortified, he charged down the pitch, 

apologising, beseeching the square leg umpire to repeal his decision, but the batsman was, dejected, 

already well on his way to the pavilion. It was one of those moments, frozen in time, which still makes me 

chuckle. 

And yes, I did score 50* before rain came; it was indeed a day of which to dream.  

In ending, I will mention that I was fired up to try Grade cricket again in 77/8; took up bowling off-spin; 

won a third grade premiership in 79/80 and was awarded club player of the year, was selected to play 

firsts the following year, wasn't happy (they wanted me to practice twice a week) and went back to playing 

on a fairly regular basis with CCNSW, and greatly enjoyed several more seasons of great fun and 

friendship. My knee finally succumbed; also I managed to wreck my other knee, took up golf and retained 

many great friendships, particularly from my CCNSW days. 

Gary Holmes (son of Ron) was a right hand top order batsman who played grade but also played a 

number of seasons in the 1990s with CCNSW 

It was always a privilege to pull on the blue cap of CCNSW in the mid 1990s. The significance of playing 
with the Club was never lost on me especially with Holmes Snr. playing such a strong part in the Club’s 
history .  
 
Playing so many games with my father was one of the great joys of my cricketing memories as well as 
having played for CCNSW during the “Barrack Street“ era was fantastic . There was always a special 
buzz when walking into the Club knowing you represented the history that it stood for.  
 
Becoming Captain was truly special to me, despite playing many years of Grade cricket I will always say 
some of the most gifted cricketers I played with was during my time at CCNSW.  
 
And then there were the tours! USA / Canada / New Zealand / SE Asia. I was fortunate enough to be 
skipper of the Club’s first West Indies Tour. Some truly memorable moments playing against names such 
as Garner, Gomes, Dillion. Sir Garfield joining us for drinks after the Barbados Game and Brian Lara 
joining us for everything else at local night spots in Trinidad. 
 
And of course if it were not for  CCNSW I would never have lived with one Luke Latimer. ! I’ll leave those 
stories for next time we all catch up for a beer. 
 

Ron Holmes was a wicket keeper and tail end bat who retired from Manly grade cricket in the 1980s 

to play another twenty seasons with CCNSW in the C&S 

Who would have thought when moving  jobs from IBM to Qantas in Aug 1973 that my life would take take 
a turn for the best? Having discovered the Cricketers’ Club of NSW at ‘Cricket House’ (as it was then 
called) at 254 George Street, a ‘Joff Johnson boundary’ hit from the Qantas office, was quite startling. 
Most lunch breaks I would stroll past the Kippax sports shop, up the slow lift to the 4th floor, somewhat 
star struck checking the photos and  memorabilia of famous cricketers, plus ties and caps from cricket 
clubs worldwide.  
 
Some months later I was tapped on the shoulder by Bob Radford the Secretary of NSW Cricket who 
invited me to his corner of the bar where over time I got to meet several NSW and Aussie cricketers, 
especially the great Keith Miller who was so friendly and unassuming.  
 
I took several work colleagues to the Club; it might have helped the Club’s takings because I was invited 
to join the Board of Directors in 1976. Being in the boardroom with former chairmen of the ACB, Tim 
Caldwell and Fred Bennett, the great Alan Davidson, Chairman of Cricket NSW, and other leading 
administrators like Jack Chegwyn and Roy Turner was quite overwhelming.  



 
It was then that I learnt about the Club’s standing in the City and Suburban (“C&S)  competition which it 
had recently joined. I had the pleasure of getting to know the Club’s cricketing gentlemen who were 
representing us in the C&S. The team was ably led by Gordon Salier supported by Keith Elloy and Ian 
Mann, while players such as Chris Moser, Peter Tyson, former Indian Test all-rounder ‘Mani’ 
Subramanya, Dennis Hill, Chandra Segera, Mark Watson, Ian Mann, Keith Musgrave and Roger Williams 
were the mainstays of the side that flew the Club’s colours with distinction through the 1970s. (Being 
heavily involved with Grade  cricket on Saturdays, I was delighted to be invited to play on the occasional 
Sundays and participate in Gordon Salier’s thoroughly enjoyable end-of-season parties with partners,  
when he handed over little gifts to every player. I always scored a white kerchief!) 
 
The highlights of the 70s were the fixtures on the hallowed turf of the SCG between the President’s and 
Vice President’s XIs and the opportunity  to rub shoulders with some of the greats like Alan Davidson and 
Arthur Morris.  
 
The Club lost its premises to developers in late 1978. Board Directors Roy Turner, Warwick Murray and 
myself with loyal  Secretary Geoff Weir were tasked with securing fresh premises.  We eventually found 
the previous Combined Services Club premises at 11 Barrack Street. With a loan from Cricket NSW we 
managed to sign a long term rental agreement with the Commonwealth Bank, owners of the building. 
  
 I was asked or should I say told, by Alan Davidson and Bob Radford to become the first President of the 
CCNSW Club in its new premises. It was a wonderful honour that I did not seek but felt privileged to 
accept. After a lot of cleaning and preparation we opened 11 Barrack Street in Feb 1980 with about 20 
paying members and reached close to 1,000 members by 1990.  
 
I decided to stop playing grade cricket with Manly after some 20 years to concentrate on rebuilding the 
Club and take charge of the C&S team. We deliberately played only the strongest clubs twice and 
attempted to play 40 overs p side rather than the traditional 35 overs. Teams like St George Veterans, 
Cranbrook Old Boys, I Zingari (Australia), Knox Old Boys and Westpac all come to mind. We rarely lost a 
fixture.  
 
We built a strong contingent of players many of whom could have played Grade cricket if they had the 
time.  Try picking a best XI from the names below!  
 

* Batsmen:  James Brownlie, Frank Crowe, Gary Holmes, Joff Johnson, Luke Latimer, Peter 
Matthews, Scott Perry, Roger Robertson and Rod Young. 
 

* All-rounders:  Greg Brooks, Nick Falloon, Dean Herbert, Peter Johnstone, Wayne Walters and 
Garry Winney. 

  
  * Bowlers: Gary Birchall, Dennis Cameron, Stuart Ridge, Phil Scarlett and Ed Smith, 
 
and several others whose names I would have missed.  
 
Our home fixtures were at Erskineville Oval in the 1980s before moving to Marrickville Oval and 
eventually Camperdown in about 1991.  
 
During this period we made several trips abroad playing on some of the most exclusive grounds. They 
include the Singapore Cricket Club, the Royal Selangor Club, Kuala Lumpur, the Royal Bangkok Sports 
Club and the Polo Club in Bangkok, the Hong Kong Cricket Club, the Kowloon Cricket Club, Brockton 
Point in Vancouver, Vancouver University,  Victoria Island Cricket Club, and the Hollywood Club in Los 
Angeles.  
 
In Australia we played the Melbourne CC on the MCG, the Queensland CC on the Gabba and several 
trips to play Molongolo CC at Manuka  Oval, Canberra.  
 



I’m glad I coaxed son Gary to come across from Grade cricket with Manly to join us. He eventually led the 
Club on an ambitious tour to the West Indies in 96 and got to meet Sobers and Hall after whom he is 
named. 
  
As a wicket keeper I’m biased towards spinners and I have to mention Dennis Cameron who coming off 
two paces, flummoxed most batsmen. He was always the first one picked . When in trouble you throw the 
ball to DC. Stuart Ridge was a pleasure to keep to, consistently  bowling his tidy English style seamers. 
Greg Brooks and Ed Smith ( recruited from Molongolo) enjoyed bowling at pace.  
 
There are so many good batsmen in that squad above. While Rod Young, Scott Perry and Joff Johnson 
were in a class of their own, the others weren’t far behind.  
 
In the field the two Garys (Gary Holmes and Garry Winney) led the charge together with Luke Latimer and 
James Brownlie. 
 
The Cricketers’ Club of New South Wales has been very much a part of my life and it was sad to see the 
old registered club collapse in Y2K.However it’s good to see the new incorporated CCNSW flourishing 
and the  C&S team still competing as also are the “senior” age limited groups at over 40s, over 50s and 
over 60s. All credit goes to the current President and Secretary, Greg Brooks and Adrian Hawkes.  
 

Soren Hughes is a tall medium paced bowler and an orthodox aggressive batsman often tempted to 

try to hit good balls for 4 or 6, often with success. 

I joined CCNSW  initially on a part time basis after hearing about it from my dentist who had played C&S 

for CCNSW in the days of the old registered Club and also after watching Tom Robertson destroy the 

park cricket clubs  playing on artificial wickets around the St George area.  Sold to me as a turf 

competition for retired grade players and a social touring side, I recall opening the bowling on Sunday 

with Greg Brooks and David Byrnes at first and second slip (aka Easter Island) with Ed Smith coaching my 

bowling from mid off. Within an over I had four slips and one leg side fielder, reminiscent of an 

Australian Test side's most attacking field but possibly better looking. It was here that i took my first 

wicket for the Club and have not really played elsewhere since.  

Despite the team not having risen to the heights of previous seasons, including the famed CCNSW hat-

trick, we secured a Jack Pace quarter final birth each season and finished in first place after the ordinary 

rounds two seasons ago. Each of the non JP  C&S rounds were also fiercely contested, with Greg Brooks 

making some extremely memorable moments along the way - no-one beats Greg Brooks, especially not 

Beavers at Waterloo. 

 

Some highlights: the new pavilion at Camperdown, hitting sixes onto it, hitting I Zingari (Australia)  for 

six over the sight screen and hitting sixes into the cafes, being on a hat-trick at Camperdown and five 

wicket hauls  against Knox Old Boys and against Nondescripts in the Jack Pace KO  QF, watching David 

Byrnes bowl  7 overs 3 for less than 10 runs every week and the company of a good batting partnership 

here and there. I must admit, Tommy Robertson squealing at the bodyline ball is pretty amusing and the 

camaraderie and reputation of CCNSW in C&S is something to behold. 



Steve Humphries was a young English Middlesex fast left arm bowler who took the opportunity to 

spend the 1988-89 season in Sydney with his (Australian) best mate and took 10-28 v Northern 

Districts, still the best bowling figures for CCNSW 

My reason for coming to Australia was that my friend Rob Carter (an Australian) had to go home to renew 

his visa. He described paradise to me so I decided to sell my flat and come with him. 

We both had been playing for Enfield in England in the Middlesex Premier League which was a very good 

standard as the Middlesex pros. could play if they didn’t have a Middlesex game.  

On our arrival in Sydney Rob took me to the Cricketers’ Club and introduced me to a few players. He was 

selected to play for CCNSW and I joined him. 

From my first game I was made very welcome and met some great lads, especially Gary Birchall who was 

extremely helpful and bloody funny; he was one of the reasons we stayed at the club and didn’t move into 

a higher grade. 

Also playing all day cricket didn’t appeal to me and Rob. Afternoons only was appealing. The way we 

were looked after and the laughs we had playing for CCNSW was enough for us to play the season 

there.  

Sydney was a fantastic place to live and I was lucky to live in Manly- my dream place. 

While I took many wickets in a few games, I never expected to take all 10 in a game. All I tried to do was 

take more than Rob so he wouldn’t have the bragging rights that night in the pub.  

Against Northern Districts, the ball was swinging from early on and the wicket was quick and bouncy. I 

started with a few short ones but once I noticed it was swinging, I switched, pitching it up and it worked.  

After the first 6 wickets, Rob said you can get 10 here so I went for it. I got 2 in the next over, then one in 

the next so one more needed. Their left handed batsman had been in for a while so I decided to bowl a 

slower ball. It worked! All 10!  I was so happy. What an achievement, especially Rob not getting any 

although he scored a great 50 that’s never mentioned.  

Our time at CCNSW was fantastic. We were so lucky to play there and I would love to play one more 

game one day although the pace and legs have gone.  

Thanks to everyone who made mine and Rob’s time playing for the club an amazing experience that will 

never leave us and thanks to Rob for looking after me. 

His captain on the day, Joff Johnson reminisces: 

I was skipper that day in Centennial Park - I had one man in front of the wicket.  We dropped a catch in 
his penultimate over but did not get the wicket at the other end so he had one more over.  We then 
celebrated at the Clock Pub owned by John Thornet of rugby fame - Steve told every woman in the pub 
about his famous 10 for.  But did not score! 
 
 
And Dennis Cameron playing that day (and who dropped the catch!): 
 
I can remember Rob Carter and Steve. Steve definitely took 10 wickets in a match played on the turf 
wicket in Centennial Park. I remember missing a (I remember it as tough) chance at slip when he had 9 
for and his reaction was memorable (if understandable)! 



 
Joff Johnson was an extremely capable opening left hand  batsman who played Minor Counties 
when posted to England by the Australian Army; he was also a more than useful right arm 
medium pace bowler till his knees started to cause him problems 
 
My first experience of CCNSW was a game in 1981.  I had been recently posted back to Sydney from 

Townsville and hooked up with the Northern Districts C&S team with whom I had been a regular player 

from 1972 to 74 after graduating from the Royal Military College.  In the 70s the ND team was very strong 

and played an aggressive winning game but the team in 1980 had lost a number of the senior players and 

was now a team of very social players.  I recall the game being played at Raleigh Park and NDs batted 

first. Not having a strong batting line up, we were all out in the 33rd over for a low score.  The CCNSW 

players were aware that I was not a bad bat and took great delight when Peter McKenzie bowled the 

perfect leg cutter and I was caught behind for 1. Late in the CCNSW innings, with the game getting tight, 

one of my ND's players enquired how many overs to go.  We thought we had just completed the 33rd 

over and as such CCNSW needed some 10 runs or so off the last 2 overs.  Well, it was shock when the 

skipper of  CCNSW responded  "4 overs to go, our 2 overs to 35 and we get the 2 overs you guys did not 

use".  I remember thinking CCNSW is a team that really has the killer instinct, unlike my current ND 

team.  At the end of the game, during drinks, I chatted to Mani Subramanya and Keith Elloy and enquired 

how I could get a game with CCNSW.  Next season I was a fully fledged CCNSW player, playing until 

2016 when knee packed it in.  Apparently the "overs rule" was valid but never invoked and I am sure the 

rule was changed the following year. 

Besides playing with great mates over many years and forming life long friendships with the likes of 

Ronnie Holmes, Keith Elloy, Frank Crowe, Peter Matthews, Greg Brooks, Steve Taylor and many others, 

the highlights of playing with CCNSW were the great tours.  What social cricketer would get the 

unbelievable opportunity in a single season to play at the MCG, the SCG, the Gabba, Manuka Oval, 

Kensington Oval, Barbados and 2 games at Queens Park Port of Spain Trinidad.  (where I scored a first 

ball duck). In addition attending a Cocktail party at the Hilton Hotel in Port of Spain where the 4 teams 

were the West Indies ODI team, the West Indies Masters side, the recently Sri Lankan ODI World Cup 

winners and CCNSW - what an unforgettable night.   

Then there was the unbelievable day during the South African tour in 1999 when we played at the 

billionaire Nicky Oppenheimer's ground in Randjesfontein outside of Johannesburg against a team of just 

retired state players and winning with 9 wickets down and one over remaining - Nicky, the skipper 

dropping a sitter standing at mid-off, late in the game - he was not a happy man.  And then adjoining to 

the salubrious bar in the magnificent pavilion to celebrate whilst the SA players watched the Springboks 

play Scotland which was an early game in the 1999 Rugby World Cup (we won that one as well). 

Marshall Baxter of the Goulburn Boot fame said to me at the end of the night "Joffie - it will never get 

better than this".  My sentiments exactly.    

Craig Kitson was a very talented top order batsmen and demanding slow off spinner from the 

Lancashire Leagues who migrated to Australia in his early twenties 

As a new resident in the early nineties I settled into Bondi life and passed Waverley Oval twice a day on 

the bus to work in the City. On one occasion I got off the bus and randomly went over to bowl for a couple 

of hours in the nets, after a while I struck up a conversation with a very “funky” off spinner, ex Australian 

cricketer, who introduced me to Dennis Cameron.  

4 days later I debuted with the CCNSW at Marrickville Oval as a young ‘Pom’ as the late John Russell 

called me. In the team were  the likes of our current President, Greg Brooks (in his second season with 

the club) and many more whom became good friends.  



Some 26 seasons later, some years playing a lot , some only a few, in the middle somewhere a couple of 

years without due to family and work commitments, and now with adult children I still turn out in the C&S 

team  when I can. As much as cricket is what it’s about, the real memories are the people I’ve met, the 

spirit in which this club approaches the game and various tours I was privileged to be invited on.  

From the biggest cheer I ever heard when an approximately 60 year old Ronnie Holmes swept a fast 

bowler into the bandstand at Camperdown Oval to getting there early to help ‘JR’ unpack his beloved 

Subaru (I swear that thing was like Dr Who’s Tardis) the sheer amount of paraphernalia he brought to 

make our days so enjoyable. It would take a novel to mention all the other memories and wonderful 

people along the way.  

Here’s to many more years ahead hopefully...........  

Peter Tyson was a middle order batsman/medium pace swing bowler 

I played for the Club from the mid seventies on and off until the late nineties and had the honour of being 

captain in 1980 - 1981. Perhaps my fondest memories are from the early years when our home ground 

was at Raleigh Park in the grounds of WD & HO Wills. The ground had a village green atmosphere with 

excellent facilities and the family barbecues after the games were particularly enjoyable. After an 

afternoon of cricket in the summer sun nothing could beat a few ales and a barbecued meal in the 

evening. 

Many fine people (who were invariably great characters to go with it) were in those teams. To mention just 

a few we had ‘Mani’ Subramanya, the evergreen Keith Elloy, Ian Mann, Gordon Salier, Dennis Hill and 

Keith Musgrave (the first bowler in cricket history to use the 9 - 2 field as a default setting). 

They were great days and are, unforgettable memories. 

Stuart Ridge was a medium fast in swing bowler who had played a little First Class and Minor 

Counties cricket in England before coming to Australia 

I came to Australia in the late 1980s to work for Qantas where I met the legendary Ron Holmes who 

introduced me to touring with both the Qantas and CCNSW teams. 

I had played a couple of seasons of lower Grade cricket at Randwick and Waverley and my first game for 

the Cricketers’ Club was filling in one day on an artificial deck with short boundaries out at Parramatta. 

After being slashed to all parts by some fairly agricultural batting, I retired to sulk on the square leg 

boundary where I was followed shortly after by a skied shot. As I tried to position myself under the catch, I 

nearly collided with a set of soccer goalposts conveniently situated inside the boundary and spilled the 

chance. My lasting memory of that game was the sympathetic observation from new teammate Phil 

Scarlett as I trudged back into the circle – “you’re having a c%&@ of a game Ridgey”.  

I am not sure how long it was before Ron could tempt me into another appearance but enticed by the 

prospect of the 1991 tour to Asia, I signed up for that C&S season and was a regular for the next 12 

years.  It was pleasure to play with consistently good sides with great mates. The highlight was skippering 

the 1994-1995 “Invincibles”, as far as known records show, the only CCNSW side to complete a C&S 

season unbeaten. The details of that year are now a bit hazy and I don’t have any records to fall back on 

but a standout memory was probably the closest we came to losing.  Defending a low total with the 

opposition needing less than 20 with 5 wickets in hand against one of our bitter rivals of the time, I 

remember Dennis Cameron tapping me on the shoulder to bring Greg Brooks back on for a final push. A 



fired up Brooksie went through them with DC bamboozling from the other end for a famous win - and a 

normally mild mannered skipper jumped up on a bench to deliver a rousing victory speech in the sheds 

afterwards. 

After a 12 year parental leave break, while yet to make a return to C&S, it has been great to be 

reacquainted with old C&S teammates in Classics and Vintage in recent seasons with hopefully many 

more to come. 

Ed Smith was a fast bowler with a superb rhythmic action and a much better batsman than his 

limited tail end innings permitted 

I played my first game of C&S cricket in 1996 after being plucked from obscurity (a.k.a. the Molonglo 

Cricket Club in Canberra) by Ronnie Homes for the now legendary CCNSW West Indies Tour.  

I drove up from Canberra for the game only to bat at number 9 and field all day while Greg Brooks bowled 

18 overs from one end and Stuey Ridge bowled 17 overs from the other. Needless to say, we won. It was 

a long drive home pondering the captaincy moves of our black-leather-panted Gary Holmes, but at least I 

had greatly enjoyed the camaraderie. 

Fast forward to 2020 and I’m still being occasionally wheeled out for a trundle for the C&S side and, while 

the captaincy style has changed somewhat, the camaraderie is still is good as ever. 

On the field, winning the hat-trick of Jack Pace Shield competitions from 2010 to 2012 was a great 

highlight but, best of all moments, was captaining the team to a miraculous come-from-behind grand final 

win against Knox Old Boys in 2014. 

 

On a very sticky wicket, we won the toss and sent Knox Old Boys in, bowling them out for just 72 runs in 

23 overs. But then we had collapsed against the fiery pace of the Bangs brothers, losing Peter Buruma 

for his second duck of the week caught in close off a steepling bouncer, to find ourselves 6 for 31 off just 

8 overs.  

Cometh the moment, cometh the man - enter the Club President. If ever someone questions “why is this 
‘Lurch look-a-like’ our Club President?”, this innings by Greg Brooks was the definitive answer. With 
fieldsman camped all around the bat, he and David Byrnes batted brilliantly showing the rest of us how to 
bat in sticky conditions.  With 100 years of experience and 220 kilos between them, this odd couple took 
countless balls on the body, left countless more pop innocently through to the keeper and then pounced 
on anything short or full to keep the board ticking over. Our 43 run deficit became 40, then 30 then 20 in 
the next 5 overs. Brooks (16* off 33 balls) didn’t score off his first 15 balls and then took 16 runs off his 
next 18 deliveries. Byrnes (31* off 42 balls), meanwhile, was playing the best innings of the game as he 
dispatched anything short for a boundary and took countless twos as he punched the pitched-up balls 
through the closely set field.  
 
While the rest of us nervously counted down the required runs one by one in the pavilion, Brooks and 
Byrnes compiled an undefeated 43 run partnership to win us the game in just 19.1 overs. Brooks had the 
reward of hitting the winning runs through covers and the nerves turned to relief and then turned to joy as 
both teams shook hands and B1 and B2 had the ‘back-slapping’ of a lifetime. Although not large in total, 
this 43 run grand final winning partnership was one of the best I have witnessed for the Club. 
 
Off the field, the fines committee at the old Camperdown Bowlo ruled supreme. Moments from the game 

were rehashed and reinvented; fines flew thick and fast, often landing on any redhead that stood in their 



way. Tommy Robertson would inevitably ‘win’ the season tally – one year by more than 250% over the 

runner-up and these fines (if and when collected) would pay for a great end-of-season’ fishin’n’poker’ 

night at Steve Taylor’s Mooney Mooney lake house where Tommy would once again find himself the 

focus of attention (and the target in a high-risk game of darts). 

Mark Watson was an allrounder: middle and top order right hand bat and occasional bowler and 
keeper  
 

Now 70, the memories are fading but it was great to read the yearly summaries which brought back many 

memories.  In my earlier adult cricket life I had a few failed years with Waverly lower grades, but excelled 

in the social activities hanging out with Dave and Dennis Hourn and Peter McKenzie etc. I then had a 

couple of years in the Moore Park competition under the captaincy of Gordon Salier. One year in the Final 

(we were undefeated) I had the opportunity to get one wicket to win the Club all-rounder award but wasn’t 

given a bowl by Capt Bligh. His retort was “we wanted to win”! A few years later Gordon invited me to join 

CCNSW, probably around 1978 - 79 along with Peter Blackman and Pat Fitzgerald. From memory I was 

there until the early 90s and captained the team one season in the mid 80’s. 

What a host of personalities I encountered. The teams we played were determined each year by those 

we most liked to socialize with, during and after the game, both home and away. Being the era pre-

breathalyzer, fun and risks were aplenty. This lifestyle extended to several CCNSW lunches with excellent 

guest speakers. Then there was the not to be missed end-of-season lunch/dinner (sometimes both 

joined) where Salier (unaccustomed to public speaking) took great delight in handing out presents, none 

worth more than $2….but all with a hilarious story.  

Some memorable event and people over the years:- 

Keith Musgrave umpiring – never gave anyone out (even bowled). Once there was a clear run out at the 

bowler’s end when ‘Muzza’ jumped around about one foot to the side of the stumps so he couldn’t see the 

batsman running behind him well out of his ground. NOT OUT ! 

Batting at 8 or 9 he would often walk out of the dressing shed padded up when we were 2 down with 5 

overs to go, stand next to the captain and walk out in front of the next batsman due in. I‘m sure Malinga 

fashioned his sling action on ‘Muzza’. 

In one of our usually enjoyable annual Primary Club games at their former country ground at Dooralong, 

one of the CCNSW players, who was also a member of the Primary Club, would often captain the PC 

team against us and select their players. One year Gordon Salier was given the job and he rounded up a 

slew of “up & coming” 2
nd

 graders”. I think the score after the first over was 3 down for zip. Fortunately, it 

rained soon thereafter which resulted in Captain Bligh Salier being profoundly booed off the ground. All in 

good fun. 

Another lasting memory. My good friend (and fast bowler) Peter McKenzie after retiring from grade cricket 

was going through a binge period over a lost girlfriend. I enticed him to get his mind off her and join 

CCNSW on the coming Saturday. As was our custom, we were having our Friday night drinks in the City 

and in the bar he spotted his former GF with her new BF. So the binge continued. Next day we arrived at 

the ground and it turned out the BF was Captain of the team we were playing against. McKenzie 

summonsed up his fast bowling skills to bowl many dangerous bouncers that day. McKenzie v BF 

continued for a few more summers. 

Scott Wells was a  top order right hand bat, leg spin bowler and competent wicket keeper 



I was introduced to CCNSW by a local playing mate David Byrnes and started playing C&S cricket circa 

2009. In that side, were the Taylor brothers Steve (a great captain - hard yet fair) and Derek plus Ian 

Allmey whom I had played against over a decade before. I got to know these guys as mates and consider 

myself lucky to have met and known them. In this side were some very talented players Ed Smith, Greg 

Brooks, Matt Gale (w), Curtis Murray (w), Craig Johnson and Tom Robertson to name a few. Great days 

always highlighted with (Greg Brooks’ wife) Bronwyn Virtue’s home-made afternoon tea. Over the 

following seasons we were lucky and good enough to win three Jack Pace shields in a row, a highlight of 

my playing days.  Since this introduction to the Club I have been on many a tour with the Club and have 

now started playing o40 and o50 cricket. 

Roger Williams was a tall left arm fast bowler who started playing for the Cricketers’ Club at age 

43 and reminiscences on his first game in 1982 

After 15 years on matting wickets in the local district league, Roger recalls: By 1982 my old team mates 

had mostly retired. I had been a member of the Cricketers’ Club for about 10 years and thought I would 

like to play some games on turf wickets, Perhaps the one fragment of memory that remains vivid with me, 

although the details are subject to correction, is from the very first match I played with the Club at the start 

of the 1982/83 season.  We played on the old SCG No.2 wicket, a batting paradise, and batted first 

against St George Veterans. Their opening bowler was a well known Sydney solicitor Richard Glover.  

In the first over of the match, and of the season, our opener Clive Smoker hooked Richard straight over 

the brick wall on to Driver Avenue, and into the park land on the other side of the road - may have also 

gone into the pond there, I'm not sure about that - and I immediately thought this is the team I want to 

play for. I then recall a very comfortable interlude watching us amass a considerable score, during which 

time the inimitable Chandra was telling a succession of very dirty jokes in that erudite style of his. 

Altogether a memorable introduction to the Club. At my then age of 43, I had seriously thought of retiring, 

but this experience inspired me to carry on for a few more enjoyable seasons. 

Garry Winney was a useful right hand bat, occasional off spin bowler and an excellent fielder who 

captained the C&S team in the 1990s 

A  fond memory 

CCNSW C&S team was playing at Erskineville Oval, a large AFL ground with long straight boundaries. 

We were sent in on a wet wicket and were soon in dire trouble, wickets falling regularly. 

Only Joff Johnson, our left--handed opening bat was making it look easy to bat on the wet wicket and was 

able to stay in and get runs. He was joined by a young, fit tear-away bat in Army captain Dean Herbert. 

Dean was a capable bat who loved to give the ball a thump. This day was no exception; he smashed the 

bowling at a fast rate. Anything short or pitched up disappeared for four. Joff played the sheet anchor role 

perfectly. Dean brought up his fifty but soon after on one particular delivery, Dean launched it back over 

the bowler’s head seemingly to go for four. The mid-off fielder jogged after it, thinking it would go for four. 

Only problem was it stopped inches short of the boundary. Dean and Joff had completed three by now. 

They dared go for a fourth. Joff was running out of steam but made the fourth. The ball was still being 

relayed back as Dean decided to go for the fifth run – unheard of! 

Dean sprinted down to the danger end, Joff set off as well. All the C&S team was jumping up and down 

cheering him on with a chance to see history being made, an all run five. Dean made it easily but Joff was 

trying his hardest to run the fifth run but couldn’t beat the throw to the keeper – run out from exhaustion. 



Thankfully Dean continued on his batting to help win the game but it was one of the most exciting piece of 

cricket I can remember in my days playing for CCNSW C&S. 

(Joff Johnson comments: What a coincidence - recently I was talking about this incident with Dean Herbert. my 

Army mate who played a number of games for us.   Yes I was run out trying a 5th run at the wicket keeper’s end. 

Can't remember whether I was not amused  but I am sure I did not want to run the 5th run.  Dean had actually 

caught me up when he was running the 5th runas I completed my fourth so I had no choice but to turn at the 

bowler’s end and try to make it.  Dean did tell me on the phone call recently he was not impressed by my tardiness 

between the wickets until he was advised I was actually 21 years older than him.  He thought I was much younger.) 

 

 


